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This study investigated the various aspects of the traffic noise problem in Tsuen Wan, 
Hong Kong, as a microcosm of the complicated acoustic environment in a rapidly growing 
compact high-rise Asian city. 
A total of 23,857 dwelling units were included in the noise prediction program using 
the ROADNOISE software based on the CRTN88 model. The prediction results were later 
validated by halfhour noise measurement at 314 dwellings selected from among the sampling 
sites. At the selected dwelling units, it was found that over half of the dwellings in Tsuen Wan 
(51.7 %) are exposed to traffic noise in exceedance of the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline 
(70 dBA Lio 1 hr.). The acoustic environment of modem housing is better than that of old 
housing. 
There has been a reduction in the proportion of dwellings in the very high noise 
exposure range built in recent years. This has been made possible by the promulgation of the 
traffic noise planning guidelines in the last decade, the implementation of environmental impact 
assessment for all highway projects, and the gradual evolution of the urban layout and 
architectural design in which modem buildings are erected on podiums which screen out some 
of the noise. 
24-hour noise measurements were made at nine selected households. It was found that 
the traffic noise exceeded the planning guideline for extended periods of the day, lasting till late 
into the evening. 
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A comparison ofthe indoor noise measurement made during 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. with the 
generally accepted environmental criteria indicates that the traffic noise in Tsuen Wan may 
affect the sleep quality of quite a large number of people. Owing to the small size ofthe rooms 
and dwellings, there is not as large an outdoor-indoor noise attenuation as found in overseas 
studies. The measured noise peaks are high, the noise climate large and the low frequency 
component dominant in the spectrum analysis. 
It was also found that the noise events produced by passing vehicles are likely to 
impair sleep quality, with over 90% of the peaks exceeding 60 dBA, a level considered by 
many studies to be disturbing. Analysis of the noise emitters indicates that most of the more 
prominent peaks are brought about by heavy vehicles, public light buses and semi-trailers 
which only account for 12 percent of the total traffic flow. 
The implications of the research findings on traffic noise control measures were 
discussed. Podium is suggested to be a cost efficient noise mitigation measure and the 
effective control of heavy vehicles and semi-trailers would significantly reduce road traffic 
noise related sleep disturbance. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
This paper examines the exposure of the urban population in Hong Kong to road 
traffic noise, using Tsuen Wan, a new town, as an example. Tsuen Wan was chosen because 
it is a microcosm of urban Hong Kong. It has a wide variety of urban forms that are 
characteristic of the Hong Kong cityscape. It is a dense and high-rise city and it has a mixture 
of the old and the new. It is hoped that this study will provide quantitative data on how the 
urban population is exposed to and responds to the traffic noise problem in such a unique 
setting. Specifically, the study aims: 
1. to describe the facade noise exposure of the Tsuen Wan residents; 
2. to ascertain the 24-hour variation in traffic noise levels; 
3. to study how the noise environment may affect sleep; 
4. to identify the major noise emitters on the road; and 
5. to indicate areas for improvements of the current traffic noise management program. 
1.2 THE UNIQUENESS OF HONG KONG 
Hong Kong is unique in the sense that it is a compact, high-rise, highly urbanized city 
with extraordinarily high population density and proximity of roads and dwellings. Hong 
Kong has one of the highest population densities in the world (Newman and Kenworthy, 
1991，p. 40). In 1996, the population was 6.311 million (HK Government, 1996) with an area 
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of 1092 km2，the population density was thus 5890 people/kml Most ofthe residential and 
commercial buildings are high-rise buildings clustered in the urban areas. The roads ofHong 
Kong have one of the highest vehicle densities in the world (Lau, Wong and Lui, 1994，p. 
427; Hong and Boulter, 1991，p. 2000)1. Few places can surpass Hong Kong in terms ofthe 
intensity of development and the degree of mix of residential, industrial and commercial 
activities. This particular setting is particularly interesting for the study of road traffic noise 
impact on the urban population. 
Whilst the situation of Hong Kong is unique, this current level of concentration of 
population and urban activities in Hong Kong are what major cities in other developing 
countries may possibly become. Thus, in the rapidly developing Asia Pacific region, the 
experience of Hong Kong is highly relevant as other cities may leam from Hong Kong the 
do's and don'ts in terms of urban planning and environmental management. 
It is well known that the noise exposure of dwellings is related to urban form - the 
relationship of the dwellings with the roadways. Hong Kong serves as an ideal place to study 
the relationship between noise exposure and urban form because the urban form has been 
gradually changing. In certain old areas, there is the traditional grid street pattem where 
residential and commercial activities are mixed and the whole area is criss-crossed by a 
rectilinear road network. In newly developed areas, the street pattem and building layout are 
quite different. Housing is developed largely in the form of housing estates which may face 
1 There are 4,503 km of public roads in Hong Kong (Census and Statistics Dept., 
HK, 1994). The total number of registered motor vehicles is 503,509 in 1994. Vehicle 
density is thus 111.8 vehicles per km of road. 
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one or more main roads on their outward boundary. Within the housing estate, the streets are 
relatively quiet. Thus, old and new urban forms may potentially produce very different noise 
exposure characteristics and the mixture of old and new urban forms are very common in 
Hong Kong. 
A study of the entire area of Hong Kong would be interesting. However, given the 
large population, it would not be easily managed. In view of resources constraints, Tsuen 
Wan, a new town located in the New Territories, has been chosen as the study site. 
1.3 THE SELECTION OF TSUEN WAN 
As mentioned, Tsuen Wan was chosen because it is a microcosm of Hong Kong and 
also because it offers a wide variety of urban forms. It is located in the south westem part of 
the New Territories, Hong Kong and covers approximately 6,000 hectares of land (TWDB, 
1994，p. 1). The total population was 269,918 (figure at March, 1993) (ibid p. 3). There are 
220,100 permanent living quarters in Tsuen Wan, 11.1 % of the total of Hong Kong (figures 
as of 1995, Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1996，p. 48). The acoustic environment in Tsuen 
Wan may reflect to some extent the overall acoustic environment in many other parts ofHong 
Kong. 
Tsuen Wan was originally a rural settlement in the 1950's where agricultural activities 
were the main employment of the population. In the 1960's, it was designated as one of the 
first generation "new" towns as a result of the Government's programme to develop 
peripheral areas for the rapid population growth. However, there was no major consideration 
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of urban planning at that time concerning traffic noise (Cheung, 1991，p. 1083). Subsequent 
rapid development has made Tsuen Wan one of the densely populated urban areas in Hong 
Kong. 
As Tsuen Wan has quite a long history, it preserves traces of old development. There 
are several villages in Tsuen Wan dominated by double or 3-storey semi-detached houses 
built in the 70's and early 80's to accommodate the original clans of Tsuen Wan residents 
(Hayes, 1993). As a result of the road network development, many of these villages, 
previously located in remote areas, are now abutted by major roads. 
The urban forms of Tsuen Wan can be grouped into two types: the traditional "grid" 
street pattem and "irregular" street pattem (Lamure, 1975) of the modem housing estates. 
Different types of urban forms may result in different noise exposure patterns. In terms of 
street layout and building pattem, Tsuen Wan has an old town centre that is typical of many 
old urban areas in Hong Kong, having the traditional "grid" street pattem. Rows of tightly 
packed residential blocks of several storeys run parallel to the street. The ground level is used 
for commercial activities and the upper floors for residences, resulting in a high degree of 
land use mixing. 
The majority of Tsuen Wan is now considered developed and the urban form is 
mainly of the modem "irregular" street pattem. As most of the new development is on 
reclaimed land, residential development is more compatible with commercial or 
manufacturing activities. Housing is developed in the form of housing estates. The outward 
boundary of a housing estate is usually confronted by one or more main roads. Within the 
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estate，inside streets or private roads serve the area. Most of the high-rise buildings are 
targeted by either large private development or public housing. 
Like other new towns in Hong Kong, Tsuen Wan has witnessed rapid infrastructural 
building. Tsuen Wan is a nodal point between the Eastern and Western part of the New 
Territories and between the New Territories and Kowloon (Figure 1.1). The nearby Kwai 
Chung Container Port^ places yet another heavy burden on the traffic of Tsuen Wan. A large 
amount ofcontainer port related traffic, most ofthem is heavy vehicles, has to go past Tsuen 
Wan in order to get to China. Traffic congestion is almost a day-to-day happening. As a result 
ofthe proximity of roads and dwellings, many of the dwellings are exposed to high level of 
road traffic noise. 
2 Kwai Chung container complex is now the largest in Asia in terms of throughput 



















































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 2 CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
ZA REVIEW OF TRAFFIC NOISE RESEARCH IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
There has been a large amount of work on the noise exposure ofurban population in 
major cities of the world. The work that is relevant to this study is reviewed and summarized 
under separate headings. This review will provide a theoretical background and possible 
methodologies to tackle the research issues in this study. 
2.1.1 Urban Noise Surveys 
Over the years, a large number of noise surveys have been conducted using different 
methodologies. The earliest noise survey of urban areas can be traced back to the 1930's 
(Schultz, 1982). In more recent years, London Noise Survey (Wilson, 1963) was one of the 
first large scale systematic studies in large metropolitans. Since then, the noise survey has 
become an important part of the environmental monitoring programme and extended to 
places outside the westem countries. To mention a few, noise surveys were carried out by 
Langdon (1976) in Great Britain, Elshorbagy (1984) in Jeddah, Liu (1990) in China, Garcia 
and Faus (1991) in Spain, Elia et al (1993) in Italy, Koushki, Cohn and Felimban (1993) in 
Japan, Ramalingeswara Rao and Seshagiri Rao (1991) in India, Vogiatzis and Psichas (1993) 
in Greece and Shibuya et al (1993) in Japan. 
However, as Brown and Lam (1987a) argued that most of these results were not 
directly comparable as different methodologies were adopted. Noise surveys can be grouped 
into four types, namely random sampling, sampling by land-use category, receptor-oriented 
sampling, and source-oriented sampling (Brown and Lam, 1987a). 
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Random sampling is the selection of sites randomly or by "the use ofarectilinear grid 
superimposed on an ordinance map of the area to be surveyed, and with the measurement 
sites located at the grid intersections" (^bid, p. 28). The method of sampling by land-use 
category is to stratify the selected area first, then insists that a fixed number ofmeasurements 
are made with each stratum. Receptor-oriented sampling is the sampling ofthe population of 
the noise levels measured at receptors rather than the population ofnoise levels. This is most 
often achieved by sampling residential dwellings. Source-oriented sampling is to sample 
noise at source, mostly at kerb side. Receptor-oriented sampling is preferred to source-
oriented sampling (Brown and Lam, 1985; Brown and Lam, 1987a) as it is directly related to 
the exposure of the urban population to noise. 
Sampling by land-use category is more efficient than random sampling in gathering 
urban noise data. This is the major sampling method used in the selection of sites in this 
study. Hence, the results of this study are thus comparable to those noise surveys adopting the 
receptor-oriented sampling strategy based on land-use category. 
There are also two primary means to ascertain the noise exposure level of the urban 
population: by measurement or by prediction. Surveys that adopted measurement, to name a 
few, included Wilson (1963)，Harland and Abbott (1977)，Langdon (1976)，Elshborbagy 
(1984) and Garcia and Faus (1991). Alternatively, noise exposure level can be estimated by 
prediction as exemplified in Brown's (1994) work for Australian cities. Both methods have 
their advantages and disadvantages and are equally accepted in noise surveys. In choosing 
between the two approaches, there are a number ofconsiderations. The most important one is 
the differentiation of traffic from non-traffic noise sources. Field measurements of the overall 
noise level, in an urban setting, will often certainly incorporate a mixture of different noise 
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sources. The contribution of any particular noise source is difficult, if not impossible, to 
obtain. However, prediction can estimate the noise contribution from a particular source, 
whether it be industrial or traffic. However, all noise prediction models have inherent 
limitations and are subject to error. The second consideration is the resource requirement. 
Field measurement requires much more resources and time which may become excessive in a 
large scale noise survey. The third consideration is accuracy. Field measurement inevitably 
involves errors from equipment and intrusion of other noises while the main error for 
prediction lies in the accuracy of the prediction model. There are discrepancies between 
actual and predicted noise exposure level for some particular sites. However, as Brown 
(1994) argued, prediction error is not systematic and is acceptable when the noise exposure 
level of a group of sites, and not any particular site, is of interest. Furthermore, the issue of 
how reliable a certain prediction model is should not be divorced from the practical 
requirement ofhow reliable the prediction has to be. Results from noise prediction can satisfy 
many of our needs for urban planning and environment mitigation. 
2.1.2 Traffic Noise Characteristics 
Vehicle type, driving speed, the distance between the source and receiver, and local 
environment determine the level and characteristics of the resulting traffic noise received at 
dwellings. A review of the literature on the noise produced by heavy vehicles and the 
condition of traffic flow can help to refine this study. 
Heavy Vehicles 
The annoyance caused by noise emitted by heavy vehicles has received a lot of 
attention in foreign countries. The increase in the number ofheavy vehicles was found to add 
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to the degree of annoyance (Rylander, Sorensen and Kajland, 1976’ p. 241). Anthrop (1973) 
in particular noted that diesel engine had gradually replaced gasoline engine in heavy trucks, 
producing at the same time high noise and vibration levels. Priede (1982, p. 389) also 
commented on the greater noise and vibration caused by diesel vehicles. Huang and Wu 
(1984，p. 36) reported the sound pressure level of trucks was generally around 85 dBA, which 
could increase to 87 dBA on tuming or acceleration. Increase in noise due to climbing is also 
greater for heavy vehicles than light vehicles (Stephenson and Vulkan, 1968，p. 255). In view 
of these findings, Buna (1987a, p. 6/15) attributed the annoyance of trucks to its greater 
degree of low-frequency noise. Lawrence and Burgess (1980，p. 224) stated that traffic noise 
annoyance was strongly related to the presence of medium and heavy vehicles. Schultz 
(1982) mentioned the annoyance produced by heavy vehicles was disproportionately greater 
than their contribution to the overall noise level. Steven (1993, p. 571) suggested that on 
roads with a high proportion oflorry traffic, noise stress is largely determined by lorries. 
Heavy vehicles are also major noise event producers at night. Lawrence and Burgess 
(1980，p. 224) regarded medium and heavy vehicles as producers of the majority of vehicle 
noise events. Sandberg (1994，p. 75) observed that of the maximum noise levels that caused 
awakening during night-time, the majority were from heavy vehicles. Griffiths and Langdon 
(1968) probed into the issue of annoyance produced by heavy vehicles and postulated that the 
annoyance was not only a result of their higher noise level, but also of the disturbing mass 
and association with traffic accident. 
This study will attempt to determine the frequency spectrum of the traffic at some 
selected dwellings and to identify the noise emitters of identified noise events. 
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Noise and Traffic Conditions 
In Hong Kong, as well as in many other highly urbanized cities, the traffic noise may 
emanate from free flowing and stop-and-go traffic. Noise from these two traffic patterns have 
their special properties (Favre, 1978) that may elicit different response from nearby residents. 
In this study, dwelling units that abut free flowing and stop-and-go traffic conditions are 
selected for detailed 24-hour noise monitoring and analysis in order to unravel the possible 
impact of traffic noise on the population. 
The study of these two traffic conditions is not new. Reinhold (1971) showed that the 
acoustic signature of pulsed traffic near a set of traffic lights had specific features, which 
could be significant in causing annoyance. This was confirmed by Jones and Waters (1977). 
OCED (1971，p. 35) concluded that stop-and-go traffic produced higher peak levels, and 
often, lower averages in terms of L^ eq or [ � � . H i g h e r p ak levels imply more noise events. 
Smooth, but very slow, traffic has a low average level and relatively low peaks. Freely 
moving traffic at high levels creates the highest average levels. Bodsworth and Lawrence 
(1978, p. 64) mentioned stop/start situations increased L,o level and the increase was 
dominated by accelerative noise peaks. Lewis and James (1978，p. 298) mentioned noise level 
from accelerating vehicles at roundabouts was higher than that of the free flow level for less 
than 2 dBA. However, noise level associated with stop-and-go traffic behaviour can be 
largely different. Favre (1978，p. 564) noted differences of up to 6 to 8 dBA in certain 
configurations between two receivers along the same one-way street with the same geometry 
and a stop-and-go traffic behaviour. Roundabouts tend to produce fewer noise problems than 
signalized intersections, e.g., traffic lights (Buna, 1987b, p. 11/10). 
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2.1.3 Traffic Noise and Sleep Disturbance 
This study acknowledges the inadequacy of the current Traffic Noise Guideline based 
on the dBA L ! � 1 hr in Hong Kong as it makes no reference to the variation in noise 
environment during the whole day, particularly at night. Thus, this study ascertains the 24-
hour variation in noise exposure levels. The main purpose is to examine the night-time noise 
environment and unravel its characteristics. Previous studies show that it is the noise at night 
that may disturb sleep, making it a major consideration in noise annoyance evaluation. 
Fields and Hall (1987, p. 3/11) mentioned "in residential areas, equivalent noise levels 
might be assumed to cause more annoyance in the evening and night because of either the 
prevalence of noise sensitive activities (sleep at night, and communication activities in the 
evening), the large number of residents who are at home, or the increased intrusiveness of 
noises against the lowered night-time ambient noise levels. It has been found that people rate 
their daytime and night-time environments as being equally annoying even though the night-
time noise is in fact at a lower level. The early night-time and early moming hours are often 
reported to be more annoying than other parts of the sleep period. However, the noise levels 
are also higher during these periods." Disturbance by the same level of noise varies with the 
stage of sleep. People in lighter sleep are highly at risk of sleep disturbance (Roth, 1972). 
People often get the impression that residents living in a noisy community will be 
accustomed to noise, thus reducing the importance to study the effect of noise on these 
residents. However, research shows that the opposite is the case. Surveying the night-time 
noise environment of dwellings exposed to high noise level is thus still of great importance. 
As a result, this study will put quite a heavy weight on the night-time noise characteristics. 
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Research by Eberhardt, Strale and Berlin (1987) and Ohrstrom Rylander and Bjorkman 
(1988) found no (complete) habituation for negative influence of noise on sleep quality, 
mood and performance. Both primary and after-effects were observed for road traffic related 
sleep disturbance. Griefahn (1988) mentioned that primary effects were observed during 
sleep: short or long-term alternations of the electroencephalogram (EEG) (sleep stage 
changes, awakenings, alterations of the amount and the distribution of the different sleep 
stages) and body movements. After-effects were observed after sleep: alterations ofmood and 
performance as well as the assessment of sleep. 
Night-time noise affects the performance of people in the day time while day time 
noise exposure also affects night-time sleep pattem. Strong daytime noise stress also 
influences the spontaneous EEG activity and endocrine patterns during the exposure and 
subsequent night sleep (Fruhstorfer, et al, 1988). 
This study will make use of multiple noise descriptors in the study of 24-hour noise 
environment. Vallet (1993，p. 52) commented a single threshold value was not realistic for all 
places and all periods throughout the day. Wilson (1963) suggested traffic noise could be 
described in terms of a noise climate which was defined as L^jo minus L g^o. Of course, 
analysis of intermittent noise or noise event will also be helpful in evaluating night-time 
traffic related sleep disturbance. 
2.1.4 Noise Events 
Relatively quiet dwellings in Tsuen Wan, especially those with road traffic noise as 
the dominant noise source, receive lower background noise level at night in terms of [ � � . 
However, they are still subject to annoyance from individual passing-by of vehicles that 
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produce sharp noise peaks. The intrusiveness of many of these potentially sleep disturbing 
noise peaks or noise events cannot be recognized by L ,^o or L^ eq readings alone. Noise event 
analysis is thus required. 
Mathys (1993，p. 186) suggested that local noise (noise which is created close to 
receiver) in a town was more noticeable at night. In fact, individual vehicle drive-bys that are 
less masked by the overall noise level can cause sleep disturbance (Schultz, 1982, p. 26). 
Ohrstrom and Bjorkman (1983, p. 877) commented intermittent noise during the night, i.e., 
noise from passing trucks, caused more interference with sleep than continuous noise with 
small fluctuations at the same L^ value. Ohrstrom and Rylander (1990) stated that L^ was 
less appropriate when the number of noise events was relatively low and the maximum noise 
levels were high. Eberhardt, Stale and Berlin (1987) argued L^ should be supplemented with 
peak levels in assessing sleep disturbance. Vallet et al (1983) stated both long term average 
and peak levels were important in assessing sleep disturbance. Ohrstrom et al (1988) went 
even further that not L^ q, but peak noise levels were significantly related to subjective sleep 
quality and body movements. 
Very often, it is not the peak level, but the emergence of noise events above the 
background noise level that is important in assessing noise disturbance. At night-time, 
emergence from the background rather than the absolute noise level determined the 
disturbance or arousals (Ohrstrom and Rylander, 1990; Eberhardt et al, 1987). Vemet (1983) 
specified that emergence was an important factor of disturbance in a quiet place, but not for 
noisier sites. 
Thresholds exist for the number of noise events that are adequate to cause sleep 
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quality deterioration. Ohrstrom et al (1988) reported a threshold existed for the number of 
high peak events where sleep quality began to decrease. For 60 dBA, this was probably 10 
events per night. For lower levels, this threshold seemed to be higher. Rylander and 
Bjorkman (1988) suggested a non-linear dose-response pattem. Above a specific number of 
events, annoyance was not further increased. An increase in the maximum noise level from 
the noisiest event will lead to a greater extent of annoyance independent of the number of 
events. Ohrstrom (1995, p. 612) stated that the number of noise events had greater 
significance than the maximum noise level in the stage of falling asleep. 
Thiessen (1970) reported the average probability of sleep disturbance in middle-age 
subjects (46 to 51 years of age) was about 0.75 and of awakening about 0.5 in response to 
truck noise with a peak level of 65 dBA. In old subjects (55 to 75 years of age) the 
probabilities of disturbance and awakening by 65 dBA peak noise levels were somewhat less, 
0.55 and 0.25 respectively. Paradoxically, the results for young subjects (16 to 26 years of 
age) were much closer to those of the old than the middle-age subjects. Eberhardt (1988) also 
mentioned that children were 10 dBA less sensitive than adults to awakening reactions. 
Noise event has an important part in studying sleep disturbance. The noise event 
analysis of this study will cover peak noise levels, level of emergence above background 
noise level and the number of noise events. In addition, they will be compared with different 
critical loads mentioned in existing literature to indicate the disturbance. 
2.1.5 Noise Environment by Multiple Noise Sources 
Equivalent noise source may create different levels of annoyance for sites with one 
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dominant noise source and sites with mixed noise sources that have more or less the same 
noise level. These types of sites are chosen in the current study. The main manifestation of 
the difference in annoyance in these two environments is noise climate (L^io - [ � � ” . 
Finke et al (1980) showed a trend towards a reduction in the specific annoyance due 
to road traffic in the presence of a second source. Vallet (1981) seemed to suggest that road 
traffic noise was less masked by other noises when it reached 70 dB L^ q. 
Wilson (1963) suggested noise environment could be described by noise climate. 
Garcia and Faus (1991) and Mathys (1993) divided noise in a city into far field noise and 
local noise. Far field noise supplies the background noise and local noise supplies high 
pitched noise with respect to particular dwellings. At night, background noise tends to 
decrease but local noise stays largely the same. Thus, the intrusiveness of noise can be 
measured using the difference between background noise (represented by [ � � � a n d local 
noise (represented by L^io), i.e., noise climate. 
2.1.6 Urban Form and Noise Exposure 
Urban form, which dictates the relationship between roadways and residential blocks, 
may determine a large part of the noise exposure pattem of dwellings within a housing area. 
Various kinds of urban forms exist in Tsuen Wan that allow a comparison of noise exposure 
between different kinds of urban forms. Lamure (1975, p. 159 - 160) commented on the 
implication of an unevenly meshed grid on noise level. The traffic pattem is much more 
3 Schultz (1982) said that the top level and bottom level assigned for noise climate 
were arbitrary. The difference between the top and the bottom level was, however, set at 80 
dBA. As a result, some research adopted L^s minus L^ 95 as noise climate. For simplicity 
and wide level of adoption, L i^o -乙湖 is adopted as the noise climate throughout this study. 
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diffused. When one way roads are used, joumey length is proportionally increased. There is 
also little contrast in terms of noise level between quiet and busy areas, except in the rare case 
of cul-de-sac. 
On the contrary, irregular arrangements of roads and streets (the case for more recent 
developments in Tsuen Wan) can provide significant contrast between quiet and noisy areas. 
Wu (1995) mentioned that house clusters that ran parallel to the road were preferred to 
perpendicular layout in an view to reduce road traffic noise (see an example ofparallel layout 
by Cheung Shan Estate, one of the selected housing estate in Figure 2.1). In this way, the first 
row ofhouses facing the road will block the noise from penetrating into the second and third 
rows of houses. Stawicka-Walkowska (1990) illustrated the relationship of the shape of 
building to the penetration of noise. Residents in buildings with shapes that reflected noise 
off the housing area complained less about noise annoyance. Buna (1987b，p. 11/14) also 
suggested the use of the building shapes that did not allow noise to be reflected back to the 
building itself or any nearby building. 
2.2 REVIEW OF NOISE RESEARCH IN HONG KONG 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Because of the high population density and the lack of land for urban development, 
the noise problem has always been one of the most serious environmental problems in Hong 
Kong. The earlier noise research projects were concerned with the overall characteristics of 
the noise environment affected by aircraft and road traffic noises. Studies on the effects of 























































and Lei, 1982). The earliest systematic analysis of the noise problem can be traced back to the 
study oftraffic noise in Hong Kong by Ko and Lo (1972) in which noise level was sampled 
for 24 hours at a busy roadjunctions in Charter Road, Central, the city centre ofHong Kong. 
Traffic noise data in terms of L _ , L 9^o, L^ n^ edian, noise climate: L^,o - L 9^o, octave band 
analysis, and traffic volume for 24 hours were presented. It was found that most ofthe energy 
of the traffic noises was centred around the lower frequency regime. 
2.2.2 Noise Survey 
Various noise surveys have been carried out in Hong Kong. Results revealed that the 
people ofHong Kong were exposed to ambient noise level higher than that ofthe British and 
Americans (Brown and Lam, 1987a). However, two major categories of dwellings, public 
housing estates and older urban areas that constituted 38 % and 46 % respectively ofthe total 
dwellings of urban Hong Kong (Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and New Kowloon) were 
excluded from that study. A site-specific study of road traffic noise in the Eastem District of 
Hong Kong Island, was carried out under the lead ofLam (1988b). Two hundred and twenty 
five dwellings were sampled for a 10 minute interval for L i^o, L s^o, L^ 9o and L ,^q. In addition, 
a number of dwellings were sampled for a 24-hour interval. 
Two major sampling methods were used in past noise research in Hong Kong: source-
oriented sampling and receptor-oriented sampling. The general trend for contemporary noise 
surveys is to carry out receptor-oriented sampling and it is also the method adopted in the 
present study. Source-oriented sampling was popular in the 70's and early 80's and was 
adopted by Ko and Lo (1972)，Ko (1975a), Ko (1977)，Ko (1978) and Kan (1982). Most of 
the sampling sites were kerb side sites or they intended to follow a particular noise source, 
e.g., aircraft source. Receptor-oriented sampling's popularity started from the 70's and 
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continues up till now. It was adopted by Ko (1976a)，Ko (1976b)，Ko et al (1976)，Ko et al 
(1981)，Brown et al (1985) and Brown and Lam (1987b). For field measurements, the 
microphones of the sound level meters were placed at receivers, mostly dwellings and 
classrooms, whether it be outdoor or indoor measurements. If the prediction method was 
adopted, prediction points were also at receivers, most commonly at dwellings. 
Brown and Lam (1985) argued that receptor-oriented sampling was preferred to 
source-oriented sampling. They pointed out the inappropriate nature of source-oriented 
sampling. First, they argued that "the relationship between urban noise levels and kerb side 
readings is by no means simple as it is affected by the disposition of roadways, the urban 
form, the extent of shielding and the form of urban development (low-rise or high-rise)" (p. 
335). Thus, the noise level at kerb side might be largely different from the noise level at 
receivers. Second, there would be little meaning in comparing results ofsource-oriented noise 
surveys. Since it is not the distribution of noise levels, but the exposure of the human 
population to noise that is of interest after all, receptor-oriented sampling is more suitable. 
2.2.3 Noise Exposure and Response 
Noise exposure level, expressed in terms of L j^o, is found to correlate well with 
people's subjective responses or annoyance level. Indoor noise measurement is preferred to 
outdoor noise measurement in representing the actual noise environment. As a result, L ^ is 
employed as the principle noise descriptor in this study. Indoor noise measurement will be 
included to provide additional data on the annoyance level of residents. 
Ko (1975b) and Ko et al (1976) studied the responses of firemen to aircraft and road 
traffic noise. Ko et al (1976) found that L i^o was slightly better than the Noise Pollution 
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Level and the Traffic Noise Index in the correlation of annoyance. They found that the 
correlation ofthe subjective response was better with the indoor noise level than the outdoor 
one. Lam (1988a) also found that correlation with the dissatisfaction score was slightly higher 
for L i^o than L ^ s o , [ � � � [ � � � n o i s e climate and Traffic Noise Index. Kan (1982) studied the 
subjective responses of the people ofHong Kong to road traffic noise in a manner similar to 
British studies (McKennell, 1963; Griffiths and Langdon, 1968; Anon. 1971; Langdon, 
1976). A hundred and forty kerb side sites were randomly selected and measured for 2 hours 
to represent L,o (18 hour) values. Nine hundred and nine people were interviewed. Kan 
(1982) found L^ o to be a good traffic noise annoyance indicator since a high correlation 
coefficient, r > 0.1 existed between it and the pooled dissatisfaction scores. However, whether 
r > 0.1 suggests a high correlation is questionable. 
2.2.4 Attenuation of Noise 
Past surveys indicated the amount of attenuation of the outdoor traffic noise was a 
function of the outdoor noise level. Attenuation of noise level with height was relatively 
small. Ko et al (1976，p. 580 - 581) surveyed indoor noise level by placing the microphone 1 
metre indoor from an open window. They found that attenuation of the outdoor traffic noise 
was a function of the outdoor noise level. Outdoor-indoor noise attenuation was 7 dBA when 
outdoor noise level was at 84 dBA and attenuation dropped to 3 dBA when outdoor noise 
level was at 70 dBA. The effect of high rise buildings in Hong Kong on the attenuation of 
noise with height was examined by Ko (1976a，1976b，1977，1978). Ko (1978, p. 225) 
pointed out that tall buildings increased the reverberation of the noise generated and resulted 
in higher noise levels. Ko (1976a，1976b，1977) classified the urban areas of Hong Kong into 
closed, semi-closed and open environments and noted their acoustical differences. Ko 
(1976b) found that "the closed environment has a reduction of 4.7 dB from 4th to 23rd floor, 
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giving 0.25 dB per floor" (p. 570), while for the semi-closed environment, the reduction was 
3.1 dB for the same height, giving 0.16 dB per floor. Ko (1976a) found that within the 
enclosed environment severe reverberation was responsible for higher � � � � L ^ s o and L 9^o. 
This effect is much more obvious in [ � � as the effect of reverberation was less for the peak 
level L j^o- This study also measures the outdoor-indoor attenuation area and investigates if 
previous results are still valid. The setting of microphone for noise measurement will follow 
that of past surveys to facilitate comparison. 
2.2.5 Annoyance Produced by Different Vehicle Types 
Past research found that buses, motorcycles, and construction vehicles were the major 
sources of road traffic noise annoyance. The current research will also try to locate major 
noise emitters and the contribution of each vehicle type to noise events. In the study of the 
response of firemen to noise, Ko et al (1976) found the "individual passing" of vehicles 
accounted for less than 50 % of the arousals of firemen while buses and motorcycles caused 
more arousals than motorcars. Kan (1982) found that individual passes ofvehicles accounted 
for arousals of less than 10 % of the informants. For arousals caused by rapid acceleration of 
vehicles, motor cycles, heavy vehicles and motor cars were responsible for 42, 25 and 24 % 
of the arousals which were caused by rapid acceleration of vehicles respectively. A 
questionnaire study of the noise impact of Trunk Road Route Five was carried out for 
residents of Cheung Shan Estate and Shek Wai Kok Estate, two of the selected estates in this 
study (The Office of Chan Wai Yip (Regional Councilor) and the Office of Wong Yu 
Cheung (Tsuen Wan District Board Member). Obtained response revealed that residents 
considered construction vehicles the source of the most serious noise disturbance and the 
effects of road traffic noise included disturbance to rest, work and studies. 
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2.2.6 Noise Mitigation Measures 
Land use planning and sensible architectural design are the two main noise mitigation 
measures that have been suggested by various researchers. This study will also look at the 
relationship between building layout and noise exposure. Brown (1985), Chan (1985), 
Cheung (1991)，Hong and Boulter (1991) and EPD (n.d.) mentioned how sensible land-use 
planning and layout planning at the early planning stage could achieve in resolving noise 
problems. Planning is preferred to legislative action as prevention is better than cure. Brown 
(1985) mentioned that the bulk of buildings for any development sites was usually large in 
Hong Kong. Roads and buildings were planned simultaneously, allowing flexibility in 
building arrangement in order to reduce noise exposure level of noise sensitive land uses. 
Cheung (1991) suggested podium and internal layout could reduce the noise exposure. Hong 
and Boulter (1991，p. 1203) also commented that podium helped by providing a vertical 
displacement between the worst affected flats, i.e., lower level flats, and the road and would 
typically result in a 4 dB reduction. EPD (1995) illustrated the case of noise mitigation in a 
large public housing estate to be built as part of the new airport programme in Lantau Island, 
Hong Kong. A significant proportion of dwelling units has road traffic and railway noise 
mitigated by careful landuse planning, building orientation and unit layout. 
The effect of open textured road surface was studied by Lau et al (1994). It was found 
that open textured road surfaces reduced tyre/road noise and resulted in a maximum reduction 
in terms of dBA L ! � 1 hr of 5 dB. 
Although these noise control measures might not reduce noise exposure level to be 
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within the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline of70 dBA L , � 1 hr, these mitigation measures 
are still worthwhile. Lam (1988a) indicated that changes in noise exposure produced greater 
change in dissatisfaction than would have been predicted from steady state dose response 
relationship. Thus, noise mitigation measures that can apparently achieve noise reduction by 
only a few decibels are still worthwhile. 
2.3 RESEARCH ISSUES IN HONG KONG 
In the past, quite a number of noise researches have been carried out in Hong Kong, 
but still there are areas that have not been explored. Rapid urban development may also make 
some of the research findings out of date. This study will attempt to find out these unexplored 
research issues and fill various research gaps. 
2.3.1 Noise Exposure Level of Public Housing Estates and Old Urban Area 
This study will include the two neglected living quarter types in past studies: public 
housing estates and old urban areas. 
As mentioned, two noise surveys have been undertaken to describe the noise exposure 
of a rather large number of dwellings (Brown and Lam, 1987b; Lam, 1988b). However, 
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Brown and Lam (1987b) excluded public housing estates4 and old urban areas in their study. 
In a later study, Lam (1988b) included only one public housing estate in nearly 20 target 
areas of the survey. Public housing has several properties that deserve attention. Firstly, 
public housing estates are the main dwelling type of Hong Kong, housing 36 % of all the 
domestic households ofHong Kong (Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1992，p. 77). Secondly, 
because the Government aims at accommodating as many people as possible (Bristow, 1989, 
p. 259), public estates have their unique design - shape and unit layout - which are different 
from private developments. Dwellings are usually rectangular in shape. Residential buildings 
are usually large which may compose of as many as 60 units in a single level. Thirdly, there 
is a general lack of acoustical shielding by the podium which is common in public housing. 
There is no podium provided for public housing estates, as opposed to private housing. As 
podium can create an effective acoustic shadow for lower level flats (Cheung, 1991; Hong 
and Boulter, 1991)，lower level flats of public housing estates may be exposed to higher noise 
level. Fourthly, as public housing is provided at heavily subsidized rates��candidates for 
4 The term "public housing" in this paper refers to the housing provided by the 
Government at heavily subsidized rates. They include rental housing and housing sold to 
the public. Ninety five point four per cent of all rental housing is managed by the Hong 
Kong Housing Authority and the remaining ones are managed by the Hong Kong Housing 
Society (Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1996, p. 48). The total number of authorized 
population of rental housing is 2,547,664 people {ibid), which constitutes 46.1 % of the 
total population of Hong Kong of 5,522,281 by 1991 population census (Census and 
Statistics Dept., 1993，p. 53). The public housing that is sold to the public is sold under the 
Home Ownership Scheme, a scheme to sell housing built by the Government to low to 
middle income groups at rates under market price. It constitutes 7.8 % of all the domestic 
households of Hong Kong (the figure at 1991) (Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1992，p. 
77). 
5 The median monthly household rent paid by dwellers in public and aided rental 
blocks, Housing Authority Home Ownership Scheme estates and private housing are $ 669， 
$ 1,339 and $ 3,338 respectively. The median percentage of household income paid in rent 
for these three living quarter types are 7.7 % � 7 . 6 % and 23.5 % respectively, (figures at 
1991) (Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1992，p. 81). 
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public estates are given very limited choice and they are likely to accept dwellings with a less 
favourable environment, including the acoustic environment. Ifthis assumption is correct, the 
two noise surveys might provide ambient noise levels that were biased towards the lower end 
of noise exposure level of the total population ofHong Kong. 
The old urban areas still constitute quite a considerable proportion ofthe dwellings of 
urban Hong Kong. Their urban form, building arrangement and street pattem are quite 
different from modem housing. However, their noise exposure levels have not been studied 
before. 
2.3.2 Indoor Noise Level 
Indoor noise level was found to correlate better with annoyance level than outdoor 
noise level (Ko, Kwan and Chan, 1976). However, very few indoor noise level surveys have 
been carried out in Hong Kong. Only two indoor noise measurements were documented. Ko, 
Kwan and Chan (1976) sampled night-time indoor L ,^o L s^o and L^ p(A) at 11 fire stations in 
the 70's and Lam (1988b) sampled four indoor residential locations for hourly L^io, L s^o [ � � 
and L e^q. However, the number of sampling sites were too small. Furthermore, indoor noise 
level of dwelling units with different traffic noise characteristics has never carried out. Thus, 
indoor noise level is a major research issue for this study. 
2.3.3 Frequency Analysis of Road Traffic Noise at Receiver 
There has been no documented incidence of frequency analysis ofroad traffic noise at 
receiver. Ko and Lo (1972) sampled frequency spectrum data on road traffic noise but that 
was only a kerb side measurement. As attenuation is frequency dependent (Lamure, 1986), 
the frequency spectrum of road traffic noise is different at the kerb side and at receivers. 
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Therefore, the frequency spectrum of road traffic noise at receiver is still less well known in 
Hong Kong. However, these data are becoming important with the increasing number of 
goods vehicles running in Hong Kong. This study will measure indoor noise frequency, thus 
filling a major research gap. With the constant increase of commercial activities and the 
phenomenal growth of entrepot trade in Hong Kong, a rapid growth ofcommercial vehicles is 
expected, which inevitably includes a high proportion of heavy vehicles. Heavy vehicles are 
often assumed to be the dominant contribution oflow frequency noise for dwellings that have 
road traffic noise as the dominant source (Dawson, 1982，p. 42), but lower frequency 
annoyance, especially at night time, has not be studied in Hong Kong. 
2.3.4 Noise Event Analysis 
Past noise researches only survey percentile levels and equivalent levels or noise 
descriptors specifically designed for road traffic noise, e.g., Traffic Noise Index. Noise event 
analysis has never been carried out. While many dwellings suffer a high noise exposure level 
in the day time, still quite a significant number of dwellings receive a much lower noise 
exposure level at night, especially areas with medium trafficked road and no other major 
noise sources. Though the ambient noise level is reduced to a large extent at night, these 
dwellings are still vulnerable to high peak noise levels (noise events) produced by individual 
drive-bys from vehicles. However, there has not been any documented noise event analysis in 
Hong Kong. 
2.3.5 Noise Emitter Identification 
Noise emitters are producers of noise events. Although traffic data provided by the 
Hong Kong Government include hourly variation of the percentage of different vehicle types, 
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the presence ofaparticular vehicle type does not mean its noise level is disturbing, especially 
when referring to sleep disturbance. The answer to the question as to which vehicle types are 
most likely to produce noise events may provide valuable information for traffic 
management. It has been noted in other countries that sports cars, trucks and motor cycles 
were major noise peak producers (OECD, 1971). Considering the particular setting of Hong 
Kong that roads are narrow, speed limit is low (usually at 50 km per hour), goods vehicles 
increase rapidly^ and 24-hour cross-border traffic (see footnote 3) maintains a high volume of 
goods vehicles at night, noise emitters may not be the same as other advanced countries. 
Thus, a study on noise emitters is very much in need. 
2.3.6 Comparison of Measured Noise Levels with Critical Load for Sleep 
Disturbance 
Indoor noise measurements give better representation of the acoustic environment (Ko 
et al 1976). However, as was discussed, the work on indoor noise surveys was inadequate in 
Hong Kong and the understanding of sleep disturbance by road traffic noise is thus limited. 
This study will provide indoor noise level data and compare these data with critical loads for 
sleep disturbance established by research in foreign countries. A larger number of road traffic 
noise related sleep disturbance studies have been documented in foreign counties and the 
critical load for sleep disturbance has been noted (Vemet, 1979，1983; Eberhardt, Strale and 
Berlin, 1987; Ohstrom, Rylander and Bjorkman, 1988; Ohstrom, 1995). These critical loads 
were established in relation to indoor noise level under laboratory conditions or by in situ 
6 In 1976，there were only 32,582 registered goods vehicles. In 1981，1986, 1991 
and 1993，the fleet size jumped to 52,825, 73,553, 117,592 and 118,757 respectively 
(Tang, 1994，p. 235) Registered heavy trucks increased at a two digit rate from 1994 to 
1995 (Wang, 1995，p. 339). 
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experiment. As aforementioned, indoor noise level sampling remains very restricted in scope 
and very limited in number in Hong Kong. The effects of road traffic noise related sleep 
disturbance, especially at night time, have not been quantified. 
2.3.7 Noise Exposure Levels of Dwellings Built at Different Times 
The change of noise exposure level of dwellings built at different times is unknown in 
Hong Kong as there has not been any study of this kind. This survey will select dwellings 
built at different times and compare their noise exposure level. The inclusion of the 
Environment Chapter in the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG) in 
1985 is a major landmark in the protection of the acoustic environment of Hong Kong. 
HKPSG specifies the maximum desirable limits for the environment to planners, architects 
and other professionals while major development projects are planned. HKPSG and the 
gradual advancement of EIA in Hong Kong make the acoustic quality of the future 
developments seem promising. However, there has been no documented studies that review 
the advancement of the acoustic environment over time, especially the evolution of the 
acoustic environment over several decades for dwellings built at different times. 
2.3.8 Road Traffic Noise and Urban Form 
The relationship between urban form and noise exposure level in Hong Kong remains 
unexplored. This survey will compare noise exposure levels between different urban forms to 
unveil the implication of urban form on the acoustic environment. 
Urban form refers to the pattem of streets and housing. It is gradually changing in 
Hong Kong, from the traditional "grid" street pattem to the modem "irregular" street pattem. 
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Most of the old urban areas or town centres in Hong Kong belong to the traditional "grid" 
street pattem where streets dissect the area into a more or less rectangular pattem. All the 
streets are relatively the same in width, speed limit and traffic volume. They are conveyor 
streets that not only allow vehicles to access that particular area but also to pass through it to 
access other areas. As a result, streets contain traffic designated for local area and for other 
areas. The likely environmental implication is that streets are noisier than they should be. 
The second category, modem "irregular" street pattem, is found in modem housing 
estates. Housing estates are confronted by one or more main roads. Inside streets serve the 
inner area of the housing estate. Traffic in the inside streets is mainly destinated in the local 
area. Traffic for other areas are not likely to pass through these streets. Hence, dwellings 
facing the main roads are rather noisy but those facing inside streets only with a relatively 
small amount of traffic are more quiet. 
The above discussion of the relationship between urban forms and road traffic noise is 
hypothetical only. The real situation will very much depend on the study of noise exposure of 
dwellings in these two urban forms. 
2.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
Quite a number of research papers on road traffic noise in Hong Kong have appeared 
over the past 30 years. They provide a broad framework for the understanding of road traffic 
noise problem. However, as road traffic noise is a complex issue and Hong Kong is a 
constantly evolving city, past noise researches are inadequate in addressing the problem 
today. This study is significant in three aspects that have been given inadequate attention in 
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the past: 1) this study involves a large scale noise survey that covers the major dwelling 
types of Hong Kong; 2) the variations of noise exposure level with various factors such as 
receiver height, urban form, housing type and dwellings built at different times are explored; 
3) this study attempts to investigate sleep disturbance by road traffic noise. 
This study is the first one in Hong Kong that covers the three major housing types that 
account for 85.6 % of all domestic households ofHong Kong. They are public housing (46.1 
%), private housing (36 %) and village houses (3.5 %) (Census and Statistics Dept., 1992, p. 
77). Comprehensive data on noise exposure are presented and prediction results are to a large 
extent representative of the situation of the entire Hong Kong territory. 
Variation of noise exposure level with receiver height, urban form, housing type, 
dwellings built at different time periods are provided. Although it is well known that these 
factors have a significant bearing on noise exposure, this study is the first attempt to provide 
quantitative data on these aspects. Research results can provide information to planners, 
architects and relevant authorities in evaluating their effort to combat road traffic noise and 
help to suggest improvements in noise mitigation measures. 
Road traffic noise is a serious environmental problem in Hong Kong. Its seriousness 
should be studied with reference to its sleep disturbing effect as people are most aggrieved 
when sleep is disturbed. Sleep disturbance also affects the individual on the following day 
(Griefahn, 1988) and in the long run. However, the contribution of various factors to sleep 
disturbance is unknown in Hong Kong. This study will focus on sleep disturbance by indoor 
noise level sampling. The level of sleep disturbance by road traffic noise will be indicated and 
noise emitters in terms of vehicle types identified. 
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Although Tsuen Wan is chosen as the study area, the research findings may be 
extended to other parts in Hong Kong as Tsuen Wan is a microcosm ofHong Kong. Research 
findings also provide a background for noise research in other fast growing, highly urbanized 
cities in the Asia Pacific region sharing similar road traffic characteristics ofHong Kong, and 
information for various forms of noise mitigation measures can be provided. 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 BROAD FRAMEWORK 
The objectives of this study can be grouped into three tasks. The first one is to reveal 
the noise exposure level ofTsuen Wan residents. Thirteen housing clusters were selected and 
their noise exposure level, in terms of dBA L ! � 1 hr, was estimated by prediction. The second 
one is to explore the variation of noise exposure level with urban form, type of housing and 
elevation. It is hoped that the differences and similarities of noise exposure levels can be 
described and accounted for. The third one is to look into the effect oftraffic noise on urban 
population, particularly at night. 24-hour noise measurement will be taken at nine sites. Noise 
events will be analyzed and their producers will be identified. 
3.2 NOISE EXPOSURE 
As was discussed in the review of noise research carried out in foreign countries and 
in Hong Kong, two methods exist for noise surveys. One is prediction and the other one is 
measurement. Both methods have their merits and limitations. After evaluating the nature and 
objectives of this study, prediction method is adopted. Brown (1994，p. 170) mentioned that 
noise prediction was preferable to noise measurement. One of the reasons he suggested was 
that limited study resources are better spent on reducing the sampling error through 
increasing sample size. The employment of prediction in this study does expand sample size 
so that the prediction of the noise level of23,857 dwellings is made possible. 
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3.2.1 Prediction Method 
The prediction model used was the U.K. Department of Transport Traffic Noise 
Prediction Model (CRTN88) (Department ofTransport, UK, 1988). It is a model that can be 
"most reliably based on” (Planning Department, HK, 1985，p. 35). Dwellings will have their 
noise exposure level, facade dBA L ! � 1 hr predicted by this model. The noise descriptor L— 
is chosen because it has exhibited significant correlation with the measures of annoyance 
(Schultz, 1982，p. 79) and most importantly, it is used in the noise criteria in Hong Kong. 
The accuracy of the predecessor of CRTN88, DoE model, which was introduced in 
1976 by the Department of Environment, UK (Department of the Environment, UK, 1976)， 
has been documented. Delany et al (1976) found that DoE gave an over-prediction of traffic 
noise of 0.2 dBA with an RMS error of 2.0 dBA. Lawrence and Burgess (1980，p. 221) 
reported that approximately half of the predicted L i^o values fall within 士 2 dBA ofmeasured 
results. Hood (1987) found that DoE over-predicted noise within the London region, over-
prediction being approximately 0.7 dBA. Watkins (1981, p. 36) claimed DoE to be the most 
complete practical procedure for the prediction of traffic noise for planning purposes as it 
covered both free and non-free flowing traffic. DoE has also been testified to be applicable in 
Hong Kong for planning purposes (Wong and Mak, 1985，p. 399). 
CRTN88 is originally a set of reference tables and formulas for calculating road 
traffic noise. To facilitate computation, a software called ROADNOISE that is based on the 
CRTN88 is used to predict the facade dBA L!�1 hr level. 
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ROADNOISE requires several data inputs concerning receivers, barriers, ground, 
roads, road traffic characteristics. Location of receivers, barriers, roads, ground types and 
other topographic features are digitized into the software from maps at 1:1000 scale produced 
by Survey and Mapping Office, Buildings and Lands Department ofHong Kong. The heights 
of receivers, barriers, roads and other topographic features are obtained by photogrammetric 
method. Ground type, road surface type, traffic speed are obtained by field survey plus data 
from the Transport Department of Hong Kong (1994)，which is the source mentioned in 
HKPSG to obtain traffic volume data (Planning Department, HK, 1985, p. 37). 
3.2.2 Receptor Oriented Approach 
This study employs the receptor-oriented approach which was suggested by Brown 
and Lam (1985) for studying the noise environment of Hong Kong. It was also adopted by 
Brown and Lam (1987b) in their noise survey ofHong Kong. Receptor oriented approach is 
adopted "since it is not so much about the distribution of noise levels throughout an urban 
area that is of interest but the exposure of the human population to this noise" (Brown and 
Lam, 1985, p. 336). Residential dwellings are taken to be the receptors as most people spend 
a large proportion of their time at home (Brown and Lam, 1985). 
3.2.3 Choice of Target Areas 
One of the objectives of this study is to examine the noise exposure level of dwellings 
of Tsuen Wan, thus only major dwelling types in Tsuen Wan are selected. As a result, three 
main types of dwellings, namely, old dwellings, village houses and modem high-rise 





































































































































Old dwellings are mostly built in the 50's and 60,s and are located in the old town 
centre of Tsuen Wan. It is dissected by a traditional "grid" street pattem and dwellings are 
dominated by low-rise tightly packed residential blocks. The area selected is bounded east to 
west by Tai Ho Road and Ham Tin Street, and north to south by Castle Peak Road and Yeung 
Uk Road. They are also representative of the older urban areas ofHong Kong. The layout of 
the selected old town centre ofTsuen Wan is shown in Figure 3.2. 
The second housing type is the village houses ofTsuen Wan built in the 70's and early 
80's. They are not agricultural villages where the main employment of residents are farming 
activities. They are all sited in urban areas of Tsuen Wan. They are 3 storey semi-detached 
houses. Three villages were selected: Hoi Pa Resite Village, Sam Tung Uk Resite Village and 
Sham Tseng Resettlement Village. Hoi Pa Resite Village and Sam Tung Uk Resite Village 
are located next to each other and both face Cheung Pei Shan Road. Sham Tseng 
Resettlement Village is located at Sham Tseng, westem part ofTsuen Wan, facing Tuen Mun 
Highway. These three villages are representative of some of the rural villages in the New 
Territories that are exposed to high level of noise as a result of urban sprawl. The layout of 
Hoi Pa Resite Village and Sam Tung Uk Resite Village are shown in Figure 3.3 that of Sham 
Tseng Resettlement Village in Figure 3.4. 
The third housing type is modem high-rise dwellings. Nine high-rise housing estates 
that were built from the late 70's up are selected. They include three public estates: Cheung 
Pei Shan Estate, Clague Garden Estate, Shek Wai Kok Estate; and six private estates: 
Bayview Garden, Belvedere Garden, Fairview Garden, Kam Fung Garden, Tsuen Tak Garden 































































































































































































































































































































































They are scattered over Tsuen Wan. These nine housing estates cover most of the 
following traffic noise characteristics and their combinations: high traffic noise level, low 
traffic noise level; free flowing traffic, start-stop traffic; level road, sloping road; high level of 
background noise, low level of background noise; high percentage of heavy vehicles, low 
percentage ofheavy vehicles. 
These nine estates are representative of modem housing estates that are the typical 
dwelling type of the majority of the people of Hong Kong. The layout for these estates are 
shown in Figures 3.5 to 3.9. The noise characteristics of the nine selected estates together 
with the three village houses are summarized in Table 3.1. 
All dwellings of the selected housing clusters had their noise exposure level in terms 
of facade dBA L ! � 1 hr predicted so that all kinds of variation of noise exposure level within 
selected clusters would be captured. 
3.2.4 Validation of Prediction Results by Field Measurement 
In spite of CRTN88's relative accuracy, field measurement was conducted to validate 
prediction results. These field measurements were done on the ground that CRTN88 is a 
empirically derived model based on the road traffic conditions in the United Kingdom, the 
situation in Hong Kong may be different. In addition, it is necessary to carry out field 
measurement following large scale prediction exercise for subsequent cross checking and 
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A total of314 dwelling units selected from the nine modem high-rise housing estates 
and three villages were sampled for facade L i^o level for a 30 minute interval in June and 
July, 1995. Shorter measurement times have been considered appropriate to represent one 
complete hour of sampling without producing a serious loss of any relevant information 
(Garcia and Faus, 1991). 
Concurrent with noise survey practice, traffic count was taken by hand held counters 
for 10 minutes at each site. Hourly count was then the 10 minute count times 6. Traffic count 
for 10 minutes has been considered probably adequate for estimating hourly count 
(Bodsworth and Lawrence, 1978，p. 59). 
Three hundred and fourteen field measurements can only constitute 1.5 % of all the 
predictions. Therefore, those measurement sites have to be chosen with great care. 
Considering practicality and the subtle changes in facade noise level among dwelling units, 
random sampling was not adopted. These 314 units were selected according to their 
representativeness of the noise exposure level of their respective dwelling types. Care was 
taken so that the surveyed units covered the various types of dwelling units with different 
noise characteristics for target area: 1) level: upper, middle and lower level units were 
covered; 2) road traffic noise level: units with high road traffic noise exposure level and low 
noise exposure level were covered. Noise measurement took place on the facade of each 
dwelling that was most exposed to road traffic noise. 
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Equipment Employed 
All facade noise levels were sampled by the same make of sound level meters to 
ensure that measurement results are directly comparable. Bruel and Kjaer 2236 Type I 
precision integration sound level meters with Bruel and Kjasr halfinch microphone 4188 that 
comply with British Standard 5696 and British Standard 6698 were used for noise 
measurement. Half hour L i^o sampling was taken for each dwelling. Before and after noise 
measurement, Briiel and Kjasr sound level calibrator type 4213 was used to calibrate noise 
meters to ensure the measurement results are accurate and reliable. 
Facade noise level was sampled by microphone mounted on the front end o f a 1 meter 
long extension rod pointing at the noise source from the dwelling unit. A summary of 
equipment used is displayed in Table 3.2. Sampling was taken in office hours from Monday 
to Saturday in order to better simulate the peak hour noise level received at dwelling units. 
Surveyed sound level data were input to computer for further processing and integration. 
Table 3.2 Equipment for Half Hour Facade dBA Ljo Noise Level Measurement 
Microphone Half inch Bruel & Kjaer 4188 
Sound level meter Briiel & Kjaer 2236 type 1 precision integration 
sound level meter 
Calibrator Bruel & Kjasr sound level calibrator type 4213 
Compliance British Standard 5696, 6698 
Placement microphone placed at 1 metre away from facade 
and stood 1 metre above the floor level 
After the predicted noise level was ensured to be accurate and reliable, the overall 
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noise environment of residences ofTsuen Wan is described based only upon predicted noise 
level. Surveyed noise level only offers a verification for predicted level and will not be used 
for data analysis. 
Sources of error 
There are three possible sources of error in the verification ofpredicted noise level by 
actual measurement. These errors are however considered minor and acceptable and will not 
invalidate the comparison between field measurements and predicted results. The first source 
of error is that measurements took place from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. but predicted level is the 
noise level at peak hour, which is usually the rush hours from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 
Nonetheless, the variation of traffic flow within the day time for Hong Kong is small 
(Transport Dept., HK, 1994). The minimum traffic flow during day time rarely drops to less 
than half of the peak hour traffic flow. According to CRTN88 model (Dept. of Transport, 
UK, 1988，p. 39)，halving the traffic volume will only decrease noise level by 3 dBA. 
Therefore, field measurements that were not taken during the day time will be within - 3 dBA 
to 0 dBA of the noise level at peak hour. 
Second, error may arise from sampling a 30 minute interval to represent 1 hour noise 
level. However, this error is considered to be small and it is not systematic. Garcia and Faus 
(1991) even commented no significant loss of data would result by using 10 to 20 minute 
measurement to represent 1 complete hour of sampling. 
The third source of error comes from the different locations between measured and 
predicted points. The most exposed part of a dwelling has their noise level predicted. 
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Although every effort has been made to ensure the measured points to be the most exposed 
part of a dwelling, practical constraints such as the location of fumiture permitted it in 
certain measurement locations. It is well known that noise level at different parts of a 
dwelling can vary to a considerable extent. This source of error can affect the results of the 
comparison between measured and predicted noise level. 
3.2.5 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Noise Level 
Predicted noise level was compared with surveyed ones to ensure that predicted 
results were accurate. However, it was found that the noise environment of some of the 
measurement sites contained noise sources other than road traffic noise, such as sea transport 
or local community noise. Therefore, 86 measurements were excluded, making a total of228 
measurements to validate prediction results. The comparison between measured and predicted 
L i^o is given in Figure 3.10. The error of ROADNOISE model seems to be quite large for 
some sites. An attempt was made to explain the outlier predictions and where large 
discrepancies exist between measured and predicted values by looking at various factors such 
as barriers, shielding and receiver height. It is found that there might be noise disturbances 
such as sea transport, factory and construction noise that affected the measured noise level at 
some sites. ROADNOISE also assumes full road capacity but the traffic volume may be 
lower than the full capacity at some sites. Thus, the predicted noise level is higher than the 
measured one at some sites. Seventy nine point four per cent of the predicted results lie 
within 士 3 dBA with surveyed level. Prediction results are therefore fairly accurate. Further 
testing to validate ROADNOISE model in Hong Kong's environment is now being carried 
out by Dr. K. C. Lam ^>ersonal communication). 
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3.2.6 The Noise Exposure Level of the Sampled Dwellings in Tsuen Wan, with 
Comparison with Other Countries and Other Parts ofHong Kong 
The noise exposure level of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan will be compared 
with the Traffic Noise Guideline, 70 dBA L ,^o 1 hr, to reflect the traffic noise problem in 
Tsuen Wan by means of frequency distribution and cumulative frequency distribution graphs 
and tables. The predicted noise exposure level will also be compared with that of Australia 
and UK and with Eastem District, HK and urban Hong Kong by cumulative frequency 
graphs. 
3.3 VARIATION OF NOISE EXPOSURE AMONG HOUSING ESTATES 
There are various factors that affect the noise exposure level of dwellings within an 
urban setting. It is thought that for the case of Tsuen Wan, four factors may affect the noise 
exposure level. The first one is the time period at which dwellings were planned and built. At 
older times, environment was often outweighted by other factors in land-use planning and 
during the design of housing. Environmental issues gain increasing concern only in recent 
years. The second one is housing type. It is unique in Hong Kong that there is a major 
proportion of the population living in housing provided by the Government. As this housing 
is provided at heavily subsidized rates, the acoustic environment may be less pleasant than 
that of private housing. Village houses are the third major housing group in Hong Kong. 
Most of them are located in the New Territories. However, their acoustic environment is 
degrading because of rapid infrastructural development in the New Territories. As a result, 
their acoustic environment will also be provided. The third factor is the urban form. The 
fourth factor is receiver height. These factors form the criteria for comparison of noise 
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exposure level and are detailed below. 
3.3.1 Criteria for Comparison 
In this study, dwellings will be classified into four groups for comparison: 
1. Dwellings built at different times 
Old dwellings built in the 50's and 60’s may be built at the time where environmental 
quality was not a prime concern. Environmental quality was formally recognized by 
the Government starting from 70's with the establishment of the Environmental 
Protection Unit. However, it is through the inclusion of the Environment Chapter in 
the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG) in 1985 (Planning 
Department, HK, 1985) (it specified the Traffic Noise Guideline of major 
developments and residential developments) and the gradual development of EIA in 
Hong Kong that environmental quality is safeguarded. The comparison of the noise 
exposure level of dwellings built at different times will enhance our understanding of 
evolution of the acoustic environment of dwellings. Dwellings will be classified into 
the following three groups for comparison: 
i. dwellings built mostly in the 50's and 60's 
ii. dwellings built in the 70's and 80's 
iii. dwellings built after 1985 
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2. Housing types: 
The major housing types ofHong Kong: public housing, private housing and village 
houses will be compared for their noise exposure level. 
Urban Hong Kong can be categorized into three types of residential development: 
older areas, private housing and public housing (Brown and Lam, 1987b，p. 89). 
Unlike other advanced economies, public housing estates house a major portion ofthe 
population ofHong Kong. Public housing estates are either rent to the public or sold 
under Home Ownership Scheme (HSO) under heavily subsided prices. As a result, 
demand constantly exceeds supply? and people are likely to accept public housing 
units even if they have a less favourable environment, which inevitably includes the 
acoustic quality. Noise exposure level between public and private housings are 
compared to see if there are differences between their acoustic quality. 
Village houses are representative of the rural houses in the New Territories that are 
subjective to adverse environmental impact because of urban sprawl and other 
infrastructural development. 
7 There are 57,261 waiting list applicants for the Housing Authority rental flats 
(figure at 1993/94) (Census and Statistics Dept., HK, 1994，p. 200). 
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3. urban forms: 
There are two main urban forms in Hong Kong. The first one is the traditional grid 
pattem which is characteristic of the older urban area of Hong Kong where more or 
less rectangular streets dissect the area. The main street type for this urban form is 
conveyor streets. The other urban form is found in modem housing areas of Hong 
Kong. Housing blocks and streets are arranged irregularly. However, there is one 
common feature that the outward boundary ofhousing estates is confronted by one or 
more main roads. The area within housing estates is served by smaller roads. Hence, 
the inside area are relatively quieter. These two urban forms may have a bearing on 
the noise exposure level of dwellings. 
4. receiver height 
The effect of receiver height on noise exposure level will be examined by two 
sections. The first one is to divide sampled dwellings into three groups according to 
their time of construction. A linear regression line will be drawn between floor level 
and noise exposure level for each group of dwellings. Any difference among the slope 
of the regression lines will be noted and explanation will be attempted. The second 
one is to plot the mean noise exposure level of each floor level for each of the nine 
high-rise housing clusters. The differences will be similarly noted and accounted for. 
Frequency distribution and cumulative frequency distribution of noise exposure levels 
ofdwellings that were built at different times, that are of different housing types, and that are 
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in different urban forms will be plotted and summarized in tables. 
M TRAFFIC NOISE EFFECT ON URBAN POPULATION 
The effect of traffic noise on urban population will be studied in two parts. The first 
part is the prediction of peak hour facade noise exposure level for a large number of 
dwellings in Tsuen Wan. The dwellings include the old urban centre of Tsuen Wan, nine 
housing estates and three villages. A total of 23,857 dwellings have their dBA L ! � 1 hr level 
predicted. That noise level is the day time noise exposure level, practically all of it at rush 
hours. The traffic noise effect on night-time environment, with particular reference to sleep 
disturbance, is supplied by field measurements at nine selected for 24-hour interval. 
Measurements taken at these indoor sites included outdoor, indoor noise measurements, and 
frequency analysis of noise events. 
3.4.1 24-hour Noise Environment 
In this study, over 20,000 dwellings have their noise exposure level predicted for 
facade dBA L ! � 1 hr. However, their noise exposure at other times of the day is not known. 
People spend most of the time at home and perhaps it is the noise environment of the evening 
or the night hours that will affect their quality of life the most. As Vallet (1993) has pointed 
out that quite obviously a single threshold value is not realistic for all places and all periods 
throughout the day. Other noise descriptors, e.g., night-time L e^q, noise event analysis may 
provide valuable information on the 24-hour noise exposure level of residences of Tsuen 
Wan. Therefore, field measurements were taken for nine selected sites. Outdoor and indoor 
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noise level, in terms ofL^^,,, L^^ ^^ , L^io, L ^ 9 o , [ � � � w i l l be sampled. In addition, noise event 
analysis and frequency analysis will be carried out. 
3.4.2 Site Selection 
Because of resource constraints, nine dwelling units were sampled for the 24-hour 
noise environment. These nine units were selected according to six inter-related factors that 
determine the annoyance level of urban dwellers: 1) traffic flow condition; 2) traffic 
volume; 3) percentage ofheavy vehicles; 4) road traffic noise level; 5) background noise 
level (a high background noise level reduces the level of sound level fluctuation caused by 
individual driving by of vehicles. Traffic noise-related sleep disturbance might then be less); 
and 6) diumal range of noise. Nine sites from Bayview Garden, Clague Garden Estate, 
Fairview Garden, Rhine Terrace, Tsuen Tak were selected. On the consideration that there are 
times that main traffic noise source is an elevated road and thus the dwellings that lie below 
the road will be screened from traffic noise, only middle level and high level flats were 
chosen. The classification of the nine selected sites with the six inter-related factors are 
summarized in Table 3.3 and their location indicated in Figure 3.11. 
Three noise meters were employed in surveying the 24-hour noise environment, one 
for facade noise level, one for indoor noise level and one for frequency analysis of noise 
events. The microphones of these three noise meters were placed in an unsheltered area of the 
selected dwelling, with each one pointing at the noise source. The microphone for facade 
noise level was placed at the front end of a supporting rod projecting 1 metre away from the 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The microphone for indoor noise level and the microphone for frequency analysis of 
noise events were placed indoor, 1 metre from an open window. All microphones stood 1 
metre above the floor. 
All sound level meters were placed at the same part of the dwelling. To give an 
example, Figure 3.12 illustrates that all sound level meters are placed in the living room. 
There were also a few occasions that all sound level meters were placed in the balcony ofthe 
dwelling and for some occasions in bedroom. At which part ofthe dwelling where the sound 
level meters were placed depended on individual dwelling's settings, its orientation to the 
road and space availability. 
3.4.3 24-hour Facade Noise Level 
Hourly values of five noise descriptors: 1 � � � ^ A m i n ^ ^Mo^  [ � � � [ � � � w e r e recorded 
concurrently at each site for 24 hours by a microphone that extended 1 metre away from 
facade. The measured hourly noise levels will be plotted for each of the nine sites to indicate 
the diumal variation of noise levels. Measured hourly L i^o will be compared with the Hong 
Kong Traffic Noise Guideline, 70 dBA L i^o lhr. Measured facade L^ eq will be converted into 
Ldn and compared with USEPA standard, L^ = 55 dBA. Noise climate will be calculated and 
plotted for each site, with variations explained. Measured facade noise levels will be 
compared with the night-time noise standards adopted by international organizations (WHO 
and OECD) and foreign countries (Australia and Italy) to indicate the severity of night-time 



























































































































































































All ofthe facade noise descriptors were recorded concurrently by one noise meter, the 
Briiel & Kjasr modular precision sound analyzer type 2260 with sound analysis software 7201 
and 7202，and Briiel & Kjaer half inch microphone 4189. The sound level meter was 
calibrated before and after field measurement with a Briiel & Kjasr sound level calibrator type 
4213. The microphone of the SLM was mounted on an extension rod projecting 1 m from 
balcony or an open window at selected dwelling units and the extension rod stood 1 meter 
from floor level. The equipment employed and its placement is displayed in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Equipment for 24-hour Facade Noise Level Measurement 
Microphone half inch Briiel & Kjasr 4189 
Sound level meter Briiel & Kjasr modular precision sound analyzer type 
2260 
Sound analysis software Briiel & Kjser sound analysis software 7201 and 7202 
Calibrator Briiel & Kjser sound level calibrator type 4213 
Placement microphone placed at 1 metre away from facade and 
stood 1 metre above the floor level 
3.4.4 Late Night Indoor Noise Level and Video Recording 
Indoor noise level measurement was carried out for one hour from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 
a.m. at each site. 
The reason for choosing that hour is that the noise level at this hour is usually the 
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lowest for a whole day. When the noise level is low, individual drive-bys of vehicles can 
produce noise peaks that rise significantly from the background noise level and produce noise 
events. These noise events are studied for their sleep disturbance. Ifthe noise level is already 
high, noise events will not be noticeable. 
At each site, indoor noise level was sampled at 0.1 second interval from 3:00 a.m. to 
4:00 a.m. Video recording of the road was taken simultaneously with facade noise 
measurement to locate noise emitters. 
The measured facade noise level mentioned earlier will be compared with the 
measured indoor noise level mentioned in this section to calculate outdoor-indoor noise 
attenuation. The attenuation characteristics will be compared with the results of similar 
studies in Australia, with differences explained. The measured indoor noise level for each site 
will be presented and compared with the night-time indoor noise standards adopted in 
international organizations to indicate the severity of road traffic noise related sleep 
disturbance. 
Noise events, their number, peak and degree of emergence above background noise 
level will be calculated from indoor noise level. The peak level of noise events will be 
compared with suggested thresholds proposed by Griefahn (1991)，Metz and Muzet (1977). 
The magnitude of the emergence of noise events will be compared with sleep disturbance 
thresholds suggested by Eberhardt et al (1987)，Metz and Muzet (1977) and Thiessen (1980) 
to indicate the traffic noise disturbance from a perspective unobtainable by facade or indoor 
noise level, which is particularly useful for sites with relatively low background noise level. 
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The producers of noise events, referred to as noise emitters throughout this paper, will be 
identified by video recording of the traffic. 
Equipment Employed 
Indoor Noise Level 
Indoor noise level was measured by a combination of three hardware components: 
Rion integrating sound level meter NL 11 with Rion half inch microphone model UC-26, 
Rion interface unit IF-01 and a notebook computer for data collection. A computer 
programme was loaded beforehand into the notebook computer to instruct the SLM to output 
A weighted sound pressure level at 0.1 second interval. Data from SLM was dumped to the 
same notebook computer through the interface unit at real time. 
The microphone of the SLM was placed 1 m from an exposed area, e.g., balcony, 
window, indoor and 1 m from the floor of dwellings to better simulate the noise received 
indoors. The orientation of the microphone will be the same with that of the microphone for 
facade noise measures (Briiel and Kjaer 2260) to facilitate comparison of facade and indoor 
noise level. 
Concurrent with standard practice, the SLM was calibrated before measurement each 
time with RION sound level calibrator NC-73. The equipment for measuring indoor noise 
level is shown in Table 3.5. Indoor noise level measurement was successfully carried out for 
seven of the nine selected sites because of technical problems with equipment. 
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Table 3.5 Equipment for Indoor Noise Level Measurement 
Microphone half inch Rion model UC-26 — 
Sound level meter Rion integrating sound level meter NL 11 
Calibrator Rion sound level calibrator NC-73 
Placement microphone placed at 1 metre indoor and stood 1 metre 
above the floor level 
Video Recording ofthe Traffic 
The purpose of the video recording is to locate noise event producers and so video 
» 
recording took place from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. at each site. Sony CCD-TR330E camera 
recorder was set at each site, mounted on a window or balcony, to record the pass-by traffic 
from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. simultaneously with indoor noise measures. 
3.4.5 Frequency Analysis of Noise Events 
The objective of frequency analysis of noise events is to ascertain the frequency 
spectrum of noise events, paying special attention to low frequency components, which are 
associated with the vibration perceived by people. Low frequency noise has less attenuation 
over distance and is often regarded as the annoying part of traffic noise. 
This is accomplished by two parts of samplings: frequency analysis of noise events at 
kerb side and frequency analysis of noise events at dwellings. By comparison of frequency 




A total of six common noise event producers: semi-trailers, trucks, buses, light goods 
vehicles, motor cycles and public light buses had their frequency measured by RION NA 29E 
precision sound level meter octave band analyzer with Rion half inch electrect condenser 
microphone model UC-52. The sound level meter was calibrated with a Rion sound level 
calibrator NC-73. Equipment employed is summarized in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6 Equipment for Frequency Analysis of Noise Events 
Microphone half inch Rion electret condenser microphone 
model UC-52 
Sound level meter Rion NA 29E precision sound level meter octave 
band analyzer 
Calibrator Rion sound level calibrator NC-73 
Placement of microphone microphone placed at a distance from 5 to 7 m 
for kerb side measurement from traffic lane and stood at 1 m from local 
ground level 
Placement ofmicrophone microphone placed 1 m indoor and stood at 1 m 
at receiver from the floor level 
Measurement Method 
All frequency analyses of noise events at kerb side took place at a distance of 5 to 7 
meters from road side. All frequency analyses of noise events at dwellings side took place 1 
m indoors from an exposed part of the dwelling such as an open window. The approach was 
to wait for the intended vehicle to approach, start the meter to carry out 1/1 octave band 
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analysis at 2 mini-second interval (0.002 second interval) for 3 seconds. Two sets of 
frequency data were recorded foreach measurement: 1) 1/1 octave band data of the noise 
event peak; 2) 1/1 octave band data ofthe whole noise event. 
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CHAPTER 4 NOISE EXPOSURE OF TSUEN WAN RESIDENTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the predicted noise exposure of dwellings in Tsuen Wan and 
compares the results with the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline (Planning Dept., Hong 
Kong Government, 1990) as well as results of previous surveys undertaken in Hong Kong 
and in other countries. The differences in the noise exposure levels will be highlighted, 
discussed and accounted for. 
4 i l COMPARISON OF NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL OF THE SAMPLED PWELLINGS IN 
TSUEN WAN WITH HONG KONG TRAFFIC NOISE GUIDELINE 
The results are summarized in Table 4.1 and portrayed in Figure 4.1. The latter shows 
the cumulative frequency of noise exposure level of dwelling units in the target areas (i.e,, the 
dwelling units in the 13 housing clusters as described in Chapter 2). 
When compared with the Traffic Noise Guideline of 70 dBA L,o 1 hr, it is found that 
over half (51.7 %) of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan are exposed to noise levels 
exceeding the Guideline. There are about one fifth of dwellings exposed to noise levels 
exceeding 75 dBA L ! � 1 hr which is 5 dBA above the Guideline and around two percent of 
the dwellings are exposed to noise levels of 80 dBA L � � 1 hr or above. It is important to 




































































































































































































































































































































than that of the entire Tsuen Wan since only road traffic noise affected housing estates were 
selected in this study. To what extent is the difference in noise level is uncertain at this stage 
as there has been no documented noise level data ofthe entire Tsuen Wan. 
Table 4.1 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of the 
Sampled Dwellings in Tsuen Wan 
dBA Ljo 1 hr Cumulative frequency (%) 
> 55.0 — 9 5 ^ 
>60 .0 — 91.2~ 
> 65.0 — 7 ^ 
> 70.0 — s T T 
> 75.0 i ^ 
>80.0 L9' 
4.3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL OF PWELLINGS TN 
TSUEN WAN 
From Fig. 4.2，it can be seen that the noise distribution is positively skewed indicating 
that more dwellings are exposed to higher noise ranges than to lower noise ranges. A majority 
of dwellings (55.6 %) lie in the range from 65 to 75 dBA L ! � 1 hr (Table 4.2), a range that is 
often regarded as noisy or disturbing®. There is a distinctive peak at 74 dBA L , � 1 hr. 
The above figures indicate that road traffic noise is an environmental problem 
affecting quite a large number of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan. Road traffic noise is 
also very probably a problem of a similar magnitude in other new towns or urban area in 
8 "The maximum recommended limit for L^ eq in front of residential buildings is for 
































































































































































































































Hong Kong, i.e., that quite a large proportion of dwellings is experiencing noise levels 
exceeding the Traffic Noise Guideline. 
Table 4.2 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of the Sampled 
Dwellings in Tsuen Wan 
dBA Lio 1 hr Frequency (%) 
below or equal to 55 4.8 
55.01 to 60 T J 
60.01 to 65 10.3 
65.01 to 70 24.4 
70.01 to 75 31.6 
75.01 to 80 23.0 
80.01 or above L ^ 
As will be reviewed and discussed in the following sections in this chapter, the noise 
exposure levels are determined by a number of major factors. These factors may explain the 
differences in noise exposure level of different kinds of dwellings. 
In theory, the most cost-effective measure in alleviating road traffic noise is done at 
the planning stage of any major developments. However, given that the physical relationship 
between roads and dwellings are largely fixed in urban areas, very few measures can be taken 
regarding re-arranging road pattem and building blocks to alleviate noise level. This 
highlights the need to incorporate environmental consideration at the early planning stage of 
any major developments. Given what it currently is, the road traffic noise problem in Tsuen 
Wan can be alleviated in limited number of ways, namely, purposely-built noise barriers, 
closing windows with the provision of air-conditioners, open-textured road surface in selected 
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road sections. 
M COMPARISON OF NOISE EXPOSURE OF THE SAMPLED PWELLINGS IN TSUEN 
WAN WITH DWELLINGS IN AUSTRALIA AND ENGLAND 
There are not many urban noise surveys which provide adequate information for a 
comparison (Brown, 1994). Of those that are available, the studies undertaken in England 
(Harland and Abbott 1977) and urban Australia (Brown, 1994) do provide sufficient data for 
a comparison. The noise exposure of dwellings in Tsuen Wan is compared with these two 
studies in the following paragraphs. 
To embark on such comparison, the similarities and differences in the methodology of 
the English, Australian and Tsuen Wan studies must be recognized. In all three studies, the 
facade noise level was determined. However, there are significant differences in the methods 
adopted making the direct comparison of results rather difficult. 
The major difference lies in the sampling method. The noise surveys undertaken in 
England and Australia adopted random sampling whereas in the present study, housing 
clusters were selected arbitrarily according to a number of factors, such as the relationship 
between roads and dwellings, the time when dwellings were built (refer to Section 3.2.3 of 
Chapter 3)，and other noise characteristics. Secondly, the survey in England was based on 
actual measurement and the survey in Australia adopted a prediction approach similar to that 
of this study. Thirdly, different noise descriptors are employed in different studies. This study 
uses dBA L ! � 1 hr while the Australian and English surveys employed L i^o (18 hours). dBA 
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Lio 1 hr is likely to be higher than L^,o (18 hours) by 1 to 3 dBA. Therefore, the 18-hour noise 
scales used in the Australian and the English surveys were translated to the 1-hour scale by 
the addition of 2 dB. Finally, these three noise surveys were undertaken in different times. 
The survey in England was carried out in the early 1970's, and the Australian one in the early 
1990,s. There is a difference of over two decades which might have resulted in variations in 
noise levels. 
Noise levels ofthe sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan are generally higher than those in 
England and Australia although at noise levels lower than 50 dB, the Tsuen Wan and 
Australian curves are broadly similar (Figure 4.3). At the higher noise range, the differences 
are much more significant (Table 4.3). As compared with the English or Australian studies, a 
significantly larger proportion of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan are exposed to higher 
noise levels. 
Table 4.3 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of the 
Sampled Dwellings in Tsuen Wan, Australia and England 
% Dwellings exceeding Tsuen Wan Australia England 
indicated dBA (dBA L ! � 1 hr) (dBA L^ o 1 hr)* (dBA L,o 1 hr)* 
55.0 - 9 5 ^ 68.0 5 ^ 
60.0 9 J Y ^ 33.0 
65.0 ^ ^ 18.0 
70.0 5L7" 9.0 8 ^ 
75.0 1 ^ 3.0 1 ^ 
80.0 L9 0 0 0 ^ 
* converted by adding 2 dB to the original L ,^o 18 hr values 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































Australia and England can be attributed to a number of factors. The first factor is shorter 
buffer distance between roads and dwellings in Tsuen Wan than Australia and Britain. Owing 
to the shortage of space, dwellings are located very close to roads in Tsuen Wan, in some 
cases as small as 7 m in the old town centre. On the contrary, Australian and English 
dwellings are further away from roadways so that noise is attenuated by the ground and 
atmospheric absorption before reaching the dwellings. As a result, the sampled dwellings in 
Tsuen Wan are exposed to higher, and in many cases, unacceptable noise level than 
Australian and English dwellings. 
Another factor may be the orientation ofbuilding blocks. "Improvements of 10 to 15 
dBA within a building can be achieved by ensuring that no windows face the noisy source 
(road or rail)." Hong and Boulter (1991，p. 1204). This method is commonly adopted in 
Europe and may also be adopted in Australia and Britain. However, dwellings in Tsuen Wan, 
especially for old dwellings, often have a direct angle of view to busy roads. Therefore, 
dwellings in Tsuen Wan are much noisier. 
4.5 COMPARISON OF NOISE EXPOSURE OF THE SAMPLED PWELLINGS IN TSUEN 
WAN WlTH PREVIOUS STUDIES IN HONG KONG 
Any attempt to compare the results of this study with previous studies in Hong Kong 
is fraught with numerous difficulties. Quite a number of noise surveys have previously been 
undertaken in Hong Kong, however, they have used different measurement techniques and 
sampling methods. For example, the earlier works ofKo and Lo (1972) and Ko (1978) were 
based on kerbside noise measurement which is not directly indicative of the noise exposure at 
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the facade ofthe dwelling. Subsequent studies (Brown and Lam, 1987b; Lam, 1988) adopted 
a receptor-oriented approach, measuring the noise at the facade of dwellings, however, a 
direct comparison of these studies with the present one is still not possible because of a 
number of reasons. 
Firstly, the work of Brown and Lam (1987b) which surveyed the noise exposure of 
the population of urban Hong Kong covered only private housing in the urban areas and 
excluded public housing estates. In that study, noise measurements were carried out at 191 
locations, with one measurement site on the first floor and another on the roof floor for L i^o 
(daytime). Another study carried out by Lam (1988b) surveyed the noise level ofthe Eastem 
District of the Hong Kong Island, covering only households that abutted major roadways. 
Since the latter study targeted at residences adjacent to major roadways only, noise exposure 
was expectedly higher than what would have been the case had the measurement sites been 
selected randomly. 
From Figure 4.4，it can be seen that, in general, the noise exposure level of dwellings 
in the Eastem District is higher than that of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan which is in 
tum higher than that of the whole of urban Hong Kong. At the first glance, more sampled 
dwellings in Tsuen Wan are exposed to higher noise levels than in urban Hong Kong. 
Generally speaking, the higher noise exposure level of the sampled dwellings in 
Tsuen Wan can perhaps be attributed to the greater traffic flow and the proximity of 
dwellings to roadways. Tsuen Wan is located at the focal point between the westem and 















































































































































































































































































































































































































Those trunk roads which run through Tsuen Wan also affect a large number ofdwellings. The 
set-back distance between dwellings and roads is also small in Tsuen Wan than that ofother 
parts ofHong Kong. In the Tsuen Wan old town centre, the set back distance can be as small 
as 7 m in certain locations. Ishiyama, Tateishi and Arai (1991, p. 67) reported that a 10 dB or 
more reduction in noise level could be achieved for distance from road to dwellings to be 25 
m when a direct noise propagation path existed. The set-back distance then can be a very 
significant factor in determining noise level. As a result, the large amount of traffic that 
passes through Tsuen Wan creates a higher noise exposure level. 
It is apparent from Fig. 4.4 that the noise exposure of dwellings in the Eastem District 
is higher than that of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan. As already mentioned, this might 
have been caused by the employment of different sampling methods. The Eastem District 
study covered only dwellings that abut major roads while this study targeted all dwellings in 
Tsuen Wan no matter whether dwellings are exposed to major roadways or open grounds. 
Since both dwellings facing and backing the road are selected in this study, the noise 
exposure level of the sampled dwellings in Tsuen Wan is understandably lower than that of 
the Eastem District. 
4.6 VARIATIONS IN NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL AMONG HOUSING CLUSTERS 
In order to ascertain if there are significant differences in noise exposure among 
various housing developments in Tsuen Wan, an analysis was undertaken to examine the 
noise exposure of different housing clusters. A housing cluster is defined as a relatively 
homogeneous development built at about the same time and with a similar housing layout. 
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For this purpose, a total of 13 housing clusters have been identified ofwhich nine are housing 
estates, three are villages and the remaining one is an old town centre. 
From Table 4.4, Figures 4.5 and 4.6, it can be seen that noise exposure varies greatly 
among clusters. Some clusters are exposed to high noise level (Clague Garden Estate) and 
some are exposed to low noise level (Bayview Garden). Some clusters have noise exposure 
concentrated in a narrow noise range, e.g., Fairview Garden, while others have noise exposure 
distributed in a much wider range, e.g., Tsuen Wan old town centre (Figure 4.6). The 
common factors affecting noise exposure level include traffic volume and the relationship 
between roadways and dwellings. Other factors, such as urban form and building height may 
also have a bearing on the noise exposure. They will be examined in detail in Chapter 5. 
4.7 CONCLUSION 
Road traffic noise is a severe environmental problem in Hong Kong in general and in 
Tsuen Wan in particular. However, the extent of noise pollution and the number of dwellings 
actually affected have seldom been ascertained systematically before. This study is among 
one of the first which provides quantitative data on the noise exposure level of a large number 
ofdwellings in Tsuen Wan. 
The problems arising from lack of quantitative and comparable data have been 
highlighted in the comparison of the noise exposure data of Tsuen Wan with those of past 
studies in Hong Kong. First, there has not been any noise surveys undertaken in Hong Kong 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.5a Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of 
Various Housing Clusters 
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Figure 4.5b Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of 
Various Housing Clusters 
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Figure 4.5c Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of 
Various Housing Clusters 
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from previous noise surveys are difficult, if not impossible, to compare with. Older surveys, 
undertaken before 80's, generally adopted source-oriented sampling approach which, as 
argued by Brown and Lam (1987a)�could not measure the actual noise level experienced by 
households. The noise survey by Brown and Lam (1987b) overcome this major shortcoming, 
but excluded public housing which is an important type of accommodation locally. Lam's 
survey in 1988 focused on dwellings along major roadways but left out those dwellings 
which did not abut major roadways. Results obtained by Lam (1988) could not provide a 
representative picture of the average traffic noise exposure. 
It was found that the noise exposure level of dwellings in Tsuen Wan was much 
higher than Australia and England due possibly to two major factors, namely the small buffer 
distance between roads and dwellings in Tsuen Wan and the lack of consideration of the 
orientation of building blocks to roads. It is generally accepted in such a densely populated 
city as Tsuen Wan, there is hardly any practical means to increase the buffer distance between 
roads and dwellings and there are very few cost effective and practical ways to alleviate the 
road traffic noise level. The potential benefits of noise barriers, open-textured road surface are 
probably localized in scale and not cost effective. In the long run, environmental planning 
may provide a cost effective solution to the road traffic noise problem in future residential 
landuses (EPD, 1994 and EPD, 1995). 
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CHAPTER 5 FACTORS AFFECTING TRAFFIC NOISE EXPOSURE IN DlFFERENT 
HOUSING CLUSTERS 
The noise data presented in Chapter 4 suggest that there can be significant variations 
in noise exposure among housing clusters. Traffic noise exposure is determined primarily by 
the relationship between the dwellings and the roadway and this relationship is reflected by 
four factors: 1) the time when the dwellings were built; 2) housing type; 3) urban form; 4) 
receiver height. 
The last factor will be examined in two parts. The first part regards the vertical 
variation of noise level for dwellings built at different times. Three groups of dwellings that 
were built at different times were contrasted. The second part regards the variation of noise 
level with elevation among the nine high-rise modem housing estates selected in this study. 
The causes for the differences in vertical profiles of noise level are discussed. 
5 J COMPARISON OF NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL OF PWELLINGS BUILT AT 
DIFFERENT TlMES 
This section contrasts the noise exposure pattem of dwellings built at different times. 
It is hypothesized that since environmental protection was accorded different priorities at 
different times, the resource committed to the environment also varied greatly resulting in 
different noise exposure patterns for different housing clusters built in the past three decades. 
5.1.1 Classification of Dwellings According to the Time of Construction 
Given there has been an increasing concem for the environment in the last two to 
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three decades, it would be interesting to ascertain whether there has actually been any 
improvement in the acoustic environment over time. To address the above issue, the noise 
exposure pattem ofthe following three groups ofdwellings are contrasted: 
Group A: Dwellings built mostly in the 50's and 60's. They are the dwellings in Tsuen 
Wan old town centre. They were built at the time when the environment was 
not a major consideration in public affair. Building integrity, rather than the 
environmental quality was the major consideration of the Government at that 
time (Robb, 1991，p. 1171). They were built at the time when "quiet external 
environment was not ranked high as a design constraint" (Brown, 1985, p. 
363). Dwellings built at that time are largely located in the old urban areas of 
Hong Kong. There are 59 % of all buildings in Hong Kong that were built 
before 1966 (Jessamine, 1991,p. 1189). 
Group B: Dwellings were built in the late 70's and early 80's when the need to protect 
the environment was formally recognized. They cpnsist of Cheung Shan Estate 
and Shek Wai Kok Estate. However, environmental standards, such as the 
Traffic Noise Guideline, were not yet finalized and promulgated at that time. 
Large scale highway structures were built to meet the projected traffic demand 
but the issue of traffic noise was not fully addressed in infrastructure planning 
(Cheung, 1991. p. 1084). EIA was gradually introduced as an environmental 
planning tool but not quite yet firmly established as a planning tool. 
Group C: Dwellings built after 1985. They consist of Bayview Garden, Belvedere 
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Garden, Clague Garden Estate, Fairview Garden, Kam Fung Garden, Tsuen 
Tak Garden and Waterside Plaza. An Environment Chapter was first included 
in the HKPSG in 1985 (Aschroft, 1985, p. 5) to set out the criteria for the 
maximum desirable traffic noise levels for new/subsequent development 
adjacent to existing roads, i.e., the Traffic Noise Guideline (Parry, 1991，p. 
49). It is also the time that EIA is firmly established requiring all private and 
public sector projects to undertake an assessment to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong (Wong, 1991). 
The noise exposure of each of the dwellings in the above three categories was 
predicted using the procedures given in Chapter 2. The results are pooled from each group 
and summarized in the form of cumulative frequency distribution curves in Figure 5.1 and 
frequency distribution bars in Figure 5.2. The results for various categories are also compared 
inTables 5.1 and 5.2. Kolmogorov-Smimov tests were carried out between the cumulative 
frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels for dwellings built at different times. The 
cumulative frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels of Group A dwellings (built 
mostly in the 50's and 60's) and that of Group B dwellings (built in the late 70's and early 
80's) are statistically significantly different (observed significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05). 
The same is observed between the cumulative frequency distribution of the noise exposure 
levels of Group A dwellings (built mostly in the 50's and 60's) and that of Group C dwellings 
(built after 1985) (observed significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05); and between the cumulative 
frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels of Group B dwellings (built in the late 70's 
and early 80's) and that ofGroup C dwellings (built after 1985) (observed significance level = 






















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.2 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings Built 
at Different Times 
Group A (Dwellings Built Mostly in the 50's and 60's) 
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Table 5.1 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings Built 
at Different Times 
dBA L,o 1 hr Group A (%) Group B (%) Group C (%) 
(dwellings built (dwellings built in (dwellings built 
mostly in the 50's the late 70's and after 1985) 
and 6Q's) early 80's) 
below or equal to 55 7.6 ^ 2.6 
55.01 to 60 — 3.1 4 6 3 ^ 
60.01 to 65 — 5.7 rL6 K s 
65.01 to 70 2 7 . f 21.9 2 ^ 
70.01 to 75 — 2 ^ 2 ^ J T l 
75.01 to 80 — 2 4 J " 2 M K 4 
above 80 2.2 5 J ^ 
Table 5.2 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings 
Built at Different Times 
dBA Lio Group A (%) Group B (%) Group C (%) 
1 ^ (dwellings built mostly (dwellings built in the (dwellings built after 
in the 50's and 60's) late 70's and early 80's) 1985) 
>55 — 92.4 — 96.2 g i X 
> 60 SS^ 9L6 94T 
>65 — 83.2 — 79.9 8 3 T 
>70 — 55.6 — 58.1 57J" 
>75 — 25.6 — 32.2 2 ^ 
> 80 — 2.2 5J ^ 
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From Tables 5.1 and 5.2, it is apparent that older dwellings built in the 50's and 60's 
are exposed to lower noise levels below 55 dBA. However, modem dwellings built after 1985 
have the larger proportion of inhabitants exposed to very high noise levels environment 
(higher than 75 dBA) among the three housing groups. 
5.1.2 Discussion 
Among the three groups of dwellings, old dwellings (built mostly in the 50,s and 60's) 
have slightly more inhabitants exposed to low noise levels environment. This has to do with 
the particular urban form which will be described in a later section. The proportion of 
dwellings exposed to noise levels exceeding the Traffic Noise Guideline, 70 dBA L,o 1 hr, is 
very similar among the three groups. However, the percentages ofdwellings built at different 
times exposed to extremely high noise levels, say 75 or 80 dBA L,o 1 hr, are different. For 
instance, dwellings built after 1985 have a significantly smaller proportion exposed to noise 
levels in excess of 75 or 80 dBA L,o 1 hr. This pattem suggests that although the proportion 
of dwellings exposed to noise level in excess of the Traffic Noise Guideline remains much 
the same over the years, the percentage of dwellings exposed to extremely high level of 
traffic noise has been significantly reduced. This is in agreement with the philosophy of 
planning as stipulated in the HKPSG which is to "maximise the proportion of dwellings 
protected and reduce the noise exposure of the remaining dwellings as much as possible." 
(Planning Department, HK, 1985, p. 42). From this perspective, Hong Kong can claim to 
have made some achievement in reducing dwellings' exposure to extremely high noise levels 
over the past decade. 
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This improvement has been made possible in a number of ways. Firstly, the 
incorporation of a podium in the more recent building design and the increasing set-back 
distance from the roadways have helped reduce noise exposure. Podiums are now found in 
practically in every modem housing estate. They create an acoustic shadow for lower floor 
levels which would otherwise be exposed to excessive noise levels. Generally, the average 
set-back distance between dwellings and roads has been enlarged over the years through 
redesigning of the urban layout (EPD, 1995, p. 42-43). 
However, much remains to be done to combat the road traffic noise problem. 
Although modem dwellings are less exposed to excessive noise levels, as a whole, over half 
of modem dwellings are still exposed to unacceptable noise level (> 70 dB). As 
environmental protection should be progressive, the goal for the current administration will 
be to eliminate the proportion of newly designed housing that is exposed to unacceptable 
noise level. This can be achieved through stricter environmental measures and thoughtful 
traffic control measures. As will be discussed in the next section (Section 5.2), people 
nowadays are more and more concerned with the environment and their demand for a quieter 
environment can be a major driving force for the Government and public developers to build 
dwellings that are acoustically comfortable. 
5.2 NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL OF PRIVATE. PUBLIC HOUSING AND VlLLAGE 
HOUSES 
In this section, private, public and village housing will be compared in terms of their 
noise exposure pattem. Since these three types of housing have basic differences in the 
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architectural design, differences in noise exposure level are expected. 
Three public estates, six private estates and three villages have been selected for this 
analysis. The stock of public housing rental flats in Tsuen Wan (109,967) accounts for 15.9 
% ofall the public rental flats of the territory (Census and Statistics Dept., 1996，p. 48). The 
public estates chosen in this study include Cheung Shan Estate, Shek Wai Kok Estate and 
Clague Garden Estate. The six private housing estates are Bayview Garden, Belvedere 
Garden, Fairview Garden, Kam Fung Garden, Tsuen Tak Garden and Waterside Plaza. The 
three villages selected in this study are Hoi Pa Resite Village, Sam Tung Uk Resite Village 
and Sham Tseng Resettlement Village^. As long as the traffic volume of roads abutting the 
selected housing estates is concerned, there are no significant differences among them. 
The noise exposure pattem of each of the three categories ofdwellings was estimated 
using the prediction procedures outlined in Chapter 2. The results are summarized in the form 
of cumulative frequency distribution curves in Figure 5.3 and frequency distribution bars in 
Figure 5.4. and contrasted in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Kolmogorov-Smimov tests were carried out 
between the cumulative frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels for different 
housing types. The cumulative frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels of private 
housing and that of public housing are statistically significantly different (observed 
significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05). The same is observed between the cumulative frequency 
distribution of the noise exposure levels of private housing and that of village housing 
(observed significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05); and between the cumulative frequency 
9 These three villages are not rural villages. They were built in the 70's and early 80's 
to accommodate the original clans of Tsuen Wan who had their original villages demolished 














































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.4 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Private, Public 
and Village Housing 
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Table 5.3 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Private, Public 
and Village Housing 
dBA Lio 1 hr Private housing Public housing Village housing 
W W (%) 
below or equal to 55 2.3 J 3 o ^ 
^ 1 to 60 — 3.3 3.9 12.5 
60.01 to 65 一 1 1 . ^ ^ 3 ^ 4 
65.01 to 70 — 26.5 21.0 2 L ^ 
70.01 to 75 — 37.3 — 26.5 ^ 
75.01 to 80 — 18.5" 1 ^ r ^ 
80.01 or above o l J j J ^ 
Table 5.4 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Private, 
Public and Village Housing 
dBA L,o 1 hr Private housing Public housing Village housing 
W ^ ^ 
> 55 — 97.3 96.0 9 ^ 
>60 — 93.9 92.0 9 0 ^ 
>65 — 82.7 81.6 W T 
>70 — 55.8 60.6 4 ^ 
>75 — 18.6 一 33.9 27.2 
> 80 — 0.5 5.7 T ^ 
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distribution of the noise exposure levels of public housing and that of village housing 
(observed significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05). Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show that less private 
housing is exposed to high noise levels of over 75 dBA than are public and village housing. 
Private，public and village housing have similar proportion of dwellings in the low 
noise range (below 60 dBA L!o 1 hr). However, public and village housing have a larger 
proportion of dwellings exposed to noise levels in exceedance of 75 dBA L,o 1 hr. The 
proportion of dwellings exposed to noise levels exceeding 80 dBA L � � 1 hr is significantly 
lower in private housing than in the other two categories. There are two factors which can 
account for the small percentage of dwellings in the private housing exposed to noise levels 
of 75 dBA Ljo 1 hr and above. 
Firstly, most of the private housing blocks are erected on podiums varying from 5 to 
10 metres high which provide some acoustic shielding for the lower floor levels (Cheung, 
1991; Hong and Boulter, 1991; EPD, n.d.). However, only one of the three selected public 
housing estates has limited podium coverage. Village houses are of course not built on 
podiums. The presence and absence of podium makes some significant differences in the 
observed noise exposure patterns. 
The second factor is related to the locational differences between the three housing 
categories. Better locations are often zoned for private housing developments while public 
housing blocks are given less favourable sites. The set-back distance between roads and 
residences is often larger for private housing. Public housing blocks, instead, are often located 
in closer proximity to busy roads and are thus more disturbed by road traffic noise. As 
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previously said, village houses are unplanned developments which have recently been 
impinged by highway infrastructures. 
This is not to say that the acoustic environment is satisfactory in all private housing 
estates. More than halfof the private housing units are exposed to noise in exceedance ofthe 
Traffic Noise Guideline. If the environmental quality is a consideration of potential buyers, 
property developers need to consider means to achieve a more acceptable acoustic 
environment. As the society becomes more affluent, environmental issues will become the 
major concern of the public (Dean, 1985, p. 26; Cheung, 1991，p. 1082). The expectation of 
prospective residents of new developments, whether it be private or public housing, has 
always been on the increase. Residents now prefer a quiet environment and the ability to 
enjoy fresh air from open windows (Hong and Boulter, 1991，p. 1191)，which is hardly 
possible if dwellings are exposed to unacceptable noise level. 
The noise exposure pattem of village houses is rather extreme in the sense that some 
village houses enjoy a quiet environment and some are exposed to excessive noise level. The 
proportion of village houses exposed to unacceptable noise level (70 dBA L ! � 1 hr or above) 
is small when compared with private and public housing. This can be attributed to three 
factors. The first one is purpose-built noise barriers which are 2 to 3 meters tall transparent 
plastic barriers interlaced with concrete slabs erected in front of sections of roads abutting 
some of the village houses. The noise level of these houses are then attenuated by 5 to 11 
dBA Lio 1 hr (EPA, n.d.). The second reason is elevated road surfaces. Some houses abut an 
elevated section of Tuen Mun Road. Those houses located beneath the roadways are 
protected very effectively by the acoustic shadow (Figure 5.5). Thus, their noise exposure 
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Figure 5.5 Acoustic Shadow by Elevated Road Surface 
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levd is reduced to a large extent. The third reason is the low-rise feature of the village 
houses. They are mostly three storey semi-detached houses. Therefore, there is a stronger 
ground attenuation effect, resulting in reduced noise level at village houses. The proportion of 
village houses exposed to excessive noise level, say above 75 dBA L,o 1 hr, is large when 
compared with private and public housing. This may be due to the fact that some village 
houses are exposed to direct impact ofmajor trunk roads as they are sited very close to these 
trunk roads. 
5 J NOISE EXPOSURE AND URBAN FORM 
It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that old dwellings have a larger proportion ofdwellings 
that enjoys a relatively more favourable acoustic environment. This may be attributed to their 
particular urban form. This section will examine in greater detail how urban form affects the 
noise exposure pattern. A cursory examination of the cadastral maps of Tsuen Wan suggests 
there are two main urban forms. The first one is the traditional "grid" street pattem which is 
found in the older urban area of Tsuen Wan. As can be seen from the map (Fig. 5.6)，the 
urban area is criss-crossed by a rectangular network of roads and street which are generally 
rather narrow. Superimposed on this grid pattem are some enclaves and culs-de-sac where 
there is minimal traffic (Fig. 5.7). There are thus buildings which directly abut the roads and 
there are also others which overlook the enclaves. In the second urban form, the roads and 
buildings are irregularly arranged (Lamure, 1975, p. 160)，i.e., the modem "irregular" street 
pattem, creating a diverse array of juxtaposition of roadways on dwellings. This form 





































































































































































































































































The noise exposure pattem of each of the two categories of dwellings was estimated 
using the prediction procedures outlined in Chapter 2. The results are summarized in the form 
ofcumulative frequency distribution curves in Figure 5.8 and frequency distribution bars in 
Figure 5.9. and contrasted in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Kolmogorov-Smimov test was carried out 
between the cumulative frequency distribution of the noise exposure levels for dwellings in 
these two urban forms. The cumulative frequency distribution ofthe noise exposure levels of 
dwellings in traditional 'grid' street pattem and that of dwellings in modem 'irregular，street 
pattem are statistically significantly different (observed significance level = 0.000; p > 0.05). 
More dwellings in traditional 'grid' street pattem have lower noise levels environment (lower 
than 50 dBA). However, they also have a larger proportion ofdwellings that are exposed to 
high noise levels environment (higher than 70 dBA). 
The noise exposure patterns of the two categories of dwellings are different in a 
number of ways. Firstly, the traditional "grid" street pattem exhibits a noise distribution with 
two major peaks and one relatively minor peak, whereas the modem "irregular" street pattem 
has only one peak. 
Secondly, in the traditional street pattem, there is a distinct, albeit small, proportion of 
dwellings which is exposed to noise levels less than 50 dBA L ! � 1 hr. Thirdly, the traditional 
street pattem has a higher proportion of dwellings which is exposed to noise levels in excess 
of70dBA L,o 1 hr. 
The first two differences can be explained in terms of relationship between dwellings 







































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.9 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings in Traditional 
"Grid" Street Pattern and in Modern "Irregular" Street Pattern 
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Table 5.5 Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings in 
Traditional ,Grid, Street Pattern and Modern ,Irregular, Street Pattern 
dBA Lio 1 hr Traditional "grid" Modem "Irregular" 
street pattem (%) Street Pattem (%) 
below or equal to 55 "~ 7.6 “ J ^ 
55.01 to 60 2 J 3 ^ 
60.01 to 65 53 f ^ 
65.01 to 70 — 20.2 2 ^ 
70.01 to 75 — 2 ^ 3 ^ 
75.01 to 80 — 2 W 23J" 
80.01 orabove 2.2 1.8 
Table 5.6 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Noise Exposure Level of Dwellings 
in Traditional ,Grid’ Street Pattern and Modern ,Irregular, Street 
Pattern 
dBA L,o 1 hr Traditional "grid" Modem "Irregular" 
street pattem (%) Street Pattem (%) 
> 55 9 2 . r 96.2 
>60 88^ 9 91.9 
>65 83.T 78.5 
> 70 5 6 . r 52.2 
>75 26.5 19.8 
>80 T^ r ^ 
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attributed to a three-tiered roadway system, with the first tier (noise levels less than 50 dBA 
Lio 1 hr) related to the enclaves and cul-de-sacs. Small distributory roads form the second tier 
are responsible for the second peak at 70 dBA L,o 1 hr peak. The third peak at 75 dBA L,o 1 
hr peak is probably caused by major roadways. In the modem "irregular" urban form, there is 
only a two-tiered roadway system - major urban trunk routes which cut through the housing 
estates and minor distributory roadways which serve a particular estate only. Because 
dwelling units do not directly abut these roadways, dwellings are located at varying distances 
from the roads, resulting in the merge of two noise peaks to form a uni-modal distribution. 
There are two major reasons why the proportion of dwellings exposed to noise levels 
in exceedance of 70 dBA Ljo 1 hr is smaller in modem "irregular" urban form than in the 
“grid’，urban form. First, the distance between the dwelling and the roadways in the "grid" 
urban form is smaller resulting a higher facade noise levels. On the other hand, in the modem 
"irregular" urban form, the distance between dwellings and roadways varies greatly resulting 
1 
in greater noise attenuation for those units located further away. Second, buildings in the 
modem "irregular" urban form are usually erected on podiums which provide acoustical 
protection to the lower floor levels. 
5.4 VARIATION OF NOISE LEVEL WITH ELEVATION FOR PWELLINGS BUILT AT 
DIFFERENT TlMES 
In the rest of this chapter, the variation in facade noise level with elevation is 
examined. This is a theme worth probing into because Hong Kong is a high-rise city and it 
would be interesting to find out if there is any trend in noise exposure in the vertical 
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dimension. 
The vertical variation of noise has been the topic of investigation by a number of 
researchers. Schultz (1979，p. 232) reported that “noise attenuation with increasing distance 
above the street follows either one of two patterns: the level decreases by 0.5 dB for each 100 
ft of elevation O^resumably the enclosed or ‘canyon，effect), or it decreases 2.5 dB for each 
100 ft ofelevation ^5resumably in the “open environment，，)，’. Ko (1976b) studied the same 
problem and found that the attenuation of noise with height varies with the urban form. In the 
closed environment where the roadway is flanked by tall buildings on both sides, the 
attenuation of noise with elevation is about 2.4 dB per 100 ft whereas in a semi-closed 
environment where there is building only one side ofthe road, the rate is only 1.5 dB per 100 
ft. Brown and Lam (1987b) approached this problem by contrasting the facade noise level at 
the roof level and the first residential level in urban Hong Kong. In their survey at 171 sites, 
the difference between the roof and the first residential level was only less than 土 1 dBA in 
52% of the cases. In the rest, the roof level noise level was even higher than the first level. 
They attributed the lack of attenuation with height to the broadened horizon effect and the 
acoustic shadow cast by the podium to the lower floors. 
In this study, the variation of noise level with elevation is examined in two parts. The 
variation of noise level with elevation for dwellings built at different times is examined first. 
It is then followed by the vertical profile of facade noise level at nine individual high-rise 
housing estates. 
As regards the evolution of vertical variation of facade noise exposure level over time, 
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an analysis was made. At different times, housing developments may exhibit different urban 
forms, building layouts, and architectural designs and all these may have bearing on the 
vertical variation of noise exposure level. Figure 5.10 portrays the variation of mean noise 
level with elevation in the three groups ofhousing development. It can be seen that there is a 
significant dispersion of noise exposure data. The regression lines fitting the noise level and 
elevation for dwellings built at different times are plotted in Figure 5.11. The regression 
coefficients, which show the amount of change of noise level with elevation, are presented in 
Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 Summary Statistics of Linear Regression between Noise Level and 
Elevation for Dwellings Built at Different Times 
Dwelling group Significant t p Correlation Regression 
coefficient coefficient (b) 
Built mostly in the 50's and 0 . 2 8 8 9 ~ ~ " ^ 0.00036 I o ^ 
60's 
Built in the 70,s and early 8Q's 0 . 0 7 7 7 ~ ~ 0 ^ 0.00037 I o ^ 
Built after 1985 0 . 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ 0.01452 O 0 ^ 
5.4.1 Variation of Noise Level with Height for Dwellings Built Mostly in the 50,s and 
60，s 
Dwellings built in the 50's and 60's are located in the old town centre of Tsuen Wan 
where buildings are predominately 4 to 10 storeys high. Buildings are typically rectangular in 
shape, tightly packed and aligned in rows lying parallel and close to the road. They can be 
said as flanking both sides of the roads. The taller buildings (15 stories or above) were mostly 
built in the last ten years but these new buildings only constitute a small part of the sample 
(0.07%). The number of samples for each level is shown as "N=" on the horizontal axis of 
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Figure 5.10 Variation of Mean Noise Level with Elevation for Dwellings 
Built at Different Times 
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Figure 5.11 Regression Line Fitting Noise Level and Elevation for Dwellings 
Built at Different Times 
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Figure 5.10 and tall buildings are very small in number. 
From the results, it can be seen that there is practically no change ofnoise level with 
height (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). Noise level is not statistically significantly related to elevation 
(t = 0.288; p > 0.05) (Table 5.13). In other words, there is little attenuation of noise with 
elevation. This may be due to the fact the buildings flanking the roads are close together. 
Diffuse sound energy is reflected among building facades and so noise level remains largely 
the same with height. The results are different from those obtained by Ko (1976b，p. 570) 
who reported that in a closed urban environment'^ the reduction of facade noise level was 
about 0.25 dB per floor. 
Figure 5.11 also shows that there is a very wide dispersion ofnoise data, particularly 
for the first few floors. As aforementioned, the noise level in a "grid" street pattem is 
primarily determined by traffic volume. Whilst those abutting busy roads may experience 
very high noise levels, those situated in an enclave situation are exposed to very low levels. 
Therefore, a large variability of noise exposures is resulted. 
5.4.2 Variation of Mean Noise Exposure Level with Height for Dwellings Built in the 
70's and Early 80,s 
Dwellings built in the 70's and the early 80's consist of two housing estates, Cheung 
Shan Estate and Shek Wai Kok Estate. They are 10 to 20 storey high residential blocks. 
1° "closed environment means that two sides of the road are flanked by buildings. The 
building opposite has the same height and was separated by the road of width 22 m." Ko 
(1976b). 
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The mean noise level rises for the first few levels (Figure 5.10) and then remains 
largely the same. Elevation is not significantly related to the noise level (t = 0.0777; p > 0.05) 
(Table 5.13). The increasing noise level for the first few floors can be attributed to the 
existence ofthe podium (there is limited podium coverage in one public housing estate, Shek 
Wai Kok ) while the effect of podium will be detailed in Section 5.5.1. However, the reason 
why noise level remains largely at the same level thereafter is uncertain at this stage. The 
residential blocks are not built as close together as the dwellings built in the 50's and 60,s. 
They cannot be said to be flanking the roads. In many occasions, there are only on one side 
of the road only. 
5.4.3 Variation of Noise Level with Elevation for Dwellings Built after 1985 
Of those housing estates blocks selected in this study, seven were built after 1985: 
Bayview Garden, Belvedere Garden, Clague Garden Estate, Fairview Garden, Kam Fung 
Garden, Tsuen Tak Garden, and Waterside Plaza. The street pattem, topography and building 
arrangements vary greatly among themselves. There is, however, one common feature - there 
are podiums on which these residential blocks are erected. The podium is a very common 
feature of modem estates. It houses the shopping arcade, multi-storey car parks and/or the 
indoor recreational area. Podiums can vary from as low as 5 metres to over 15 metres above 
ground surface. 
From Figure 5.10, it can seen that mean noise exposure level increases gradually from 
66 for level 1 to around 70 dB(A) L ! � 1 hr for level 7. The gradual increase can be largely 
attributed to the podium. In a few cases, this may be caused by an elevated or depressed 
roadway. These factors that affect the noise exposure of lower floor levels will be further 
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detailed in Section 5.5. 
There is a statistically significant relationship between noise level and elevation (t= 
0.000; p < 0.05) (Table 5.13). Whilst elevation is a significant predictor of noise level, the 
very small coefficient of determination (r2= 0.01452) and the very gentle regression line 
(coefficient = 0.06) tell that the change of noise level with elevation is very small, a mere 
0.63 dBA per 10 floor levels or 1.83 dB for each 100 ft ofelevation. The attenuation ofnoise 
level with height can be said to be negligible. 
The reason why noise level remains largely the same thereafter is again uncertain at 
this stage. The residential blocks are not built close together and they cannot be said to 
flanking the roads as in many occasions there are many buildings on one side of the road 
only. 
5.4.4 Discussion 
Previous researches focused on the vertical attenuation of traffic noise in different 
types ofurban environment, (closed, semi-closed environment). This study takes the analysis 
one step forward by looking at the time the housing estates were built. It has been found that 
dwellings built at different times have different vertical profiles of noise levels. Noise level 
remains unchanged with height for older dwellings while it drops by a very slight degree for 
modem dwellings. 
The differences in the vertical in noise profile can be attributed to the building 
arrangement and the relationship between building blocks and roads. Old dwellings located in 
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traditional “grid，，street pattem are closely packed. They are flanked on both sides by roads. 
Therefore, noises are bounced between building facades and resulting in a practically 
unchanged vertical noise profile. Recall that Ko (1976b) reported two noise attenuation 
pattems with height: more attenuation in closed environment and less attenuation in semi-
dosed environment. The results obtained in this study resembles that of Schultz (1979) that 
noise level decreases by 0.5 dB for each 100 ft ofelevation in a street or canyon environment. 
For modem dwellings, it has been found in this study that noise level decreases by 1.89 dB 
per 100 ft for modem dwellings (built after 1985) and this attenuation rate is more in line 
with the finding of Ko (1976b) that noise level decreases by about 1.5 dB per 100 ft in a 
semi-closed environment. The results also agrees generally with the findings of Brown and 
Lam (1987b) that noise attenuation with height is small. 
The results produce very useful concept in the understanding ofthe vertical profile of 
noise level of Hong Kong and for the future noise surveys in Hong Kong. When noise 
measurements are not possible for all dwellings of the targeted areas, noise level at various 
heights can be reasonably accurately estimated from the data presented above. That is noise 
attenuation with elevation is minimal for old dwellings where the urban form is close to the 
traditional grid street pattem. For modem dwellings where buildings flank only one side of 
the road for most of the time, the noise level attenuation is probably around 1.89 dB per 100 
ft, or 0.63 dB per 10 floor levels. These observations are of course based on the general urban 
landscapes in Tsuen Wan and their application elsewhere has to proceed with caution. 
The results on the whole show that, however, elevation is never a strong predictor of 
noise level. There is no significant correlation between noise level and elevation for dwellings 
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built before 1985 and only a fairly low correlation coefficient (0.01452) is found between 
noise level and height for modem dwellings (built after 1985). The results contrast with 
Ishiyama, Tateishi and Arai (1991)'s study on traffic noise propagation in Tokyo. They found 
a fairly high correlation coefficient (0.13) between the attenuation in L50 and average height 
of buildings. As building arrangements, traffic composition and building density in Hong 
Kong and Tokyo are broadly similar, this contrast in research findings can be a subject for 
future study. 
£ 5 VARIATION OF NOISE LEVEL WITH ELEVATION FOR NlNE lNDIVTDTJAT 
HlGH-RISE HOUSING ESTATES 
The previous section has examined the variation of noise level with elevation for 
dwellings built at different times. The results seem to suggest a general pattem that for more 
recently built housing blocks, noise level tends to rise in the first few levels and then stay 
largely unchanged throughout the rest of the floors. A number of factors accounting for this 
phenomenon have been suggested. However, how these factors affect noise level remains to 
be examined in detail by looking at the vertical profile of noise level of individual modem 
high-rise housing estates since the late 70's. They are Bayview Garden, Belvedere Garden, 
Cheung Shan Estate, Clague Garden Estate, Fairview Garden, Kam Fung Garden, Shek Wai 
Kok Estate, Tsuen Tak Garden and Waterside Plaza. The number of floor levels for these 
sampled estates ranges from 22 for Cheung Shan Estate to 46 for Waterside Plaza. Mean dBA 
L,o 1 hr was calculated for each floor level for each of the nine high-rise estates and the 
results are plotted in Figure 5.12. 
Broadly speaking, noise level rises in the first few floor levels and then drops slightly 
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Figure 5.12a Variation of Mean [ 鳩 1 hr with Elevation for Various 
Housing Clusters 
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Figure 5.12b Variation of Mean Uio 1 hr with Elevation for Various 
Housing Clusters 
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or stays relatively unchanged in the remaining upper levels. A cursory inspection of the 
vertical noise profiles suggests that Belvedere Garden and Waterside Plaza are somewhat 
different from the others. Their noise level, like other estates, rises in the first few floor levels 
and then drops gradually. However, unlike other estates, the noise level rises again in the top 
few floor levels. This sudden break will be dealt with in Section 5.5.4. The three factors 
which determine noise level in the first few floor levels are examined first. 
5.5.1 Acoustical Shadow by Podium 
A podium is built in practically all modem housing estates of Hong Kong. The 
podium is usually as large as the usable area of the land parcel for estates. Residential blocks 
are set back from the edge of the podium, thereby creating an acoustical shadow for the lower 
levels. Dwellings that are protected by the acoustic shadow are shielded from noise 
propagating from the road underneath. The extent of the acoustic shielding depends on the 
height of the podium as well as the magnitude of the setback between podium and the 
residential blocks. Taller podiums produce larger acoustic shadows resulting in a larger 
amount of noise reduction. 
The effect of the podium is best illustrated in Figure 5.12a. All ofthe five estates have 
podium of varying heights. Noise level reduction in the first few floor levels is stronger for 
those estates with high podium above local ground surface. The effect of podium on noise 
exposure is less obvious in Shek Wai Kok Estate which has only a very limited coverage of 
podium with a limited height. Another estate whose podium effect is minimal is Fairview 
Garden which has a podium height of 5 m. It can be seen that the mean noise level ‘climbs, 
slightly for the first few floor levels. In contrast, Belvedere Garden and Bayview Garden have 
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a podium height o f 7 to 8 m and exhibits a more pronounced ‘climb' in mean noise level in 
the first few floor levels. Waterside Plaza has the tallest podium and therefore the ‘dimb，in 
mean noise level with elevation is the steepest among the nine housing clusters. 
How different sizes of acoustic shadows are created by podiums of different heights 
are portrayed in Figure 5.13. However, it has to be noted that the figure has greatly simplified 
the real situation as sound waves can diffract and bend. An acoustical shadow is not akin to a 
shadow cast by light and they do not possess clear edges. The effect ofan acoustical shadow 
is strongest in the middle but diminishes gradually towards the edges. Therefore, the vertical 
variation in noise level is smooth, rather than abrupt. 
The findings presented here are in line with Hong and Boulter (1991’ p. 1203) that 
podium helps alleviate noise problem by providing a vertical displacement between the worst 
affected flats and the road and typically resulted in a 4 dB improvement. They extended the 
idea ofapodium even further and suggested decking over ofnoisy roads. In this way, almost 
all of the development over the podium can be screened from traffic noise. "Though the 
towers at the edges of the podium will not benefit fully but will at least enjoy some partial 
screening and reduced angle of view" {ibid) The incorporation of podium is a very useful 
option in cost-effective mitigation measure and is suggested to be applied liberally whenever 
local situations allow. 
5.5.2 Elevated Road Surface 
A second factor that can be advanced to account for the lower noise levels at the 































































































































































Figure 5.5. It is not uncommon to see dwellings in elevated locations in Hong Kong where 
traffic sources have direct unobstructed paths to nearby residences (Wong and Mak, 1985, 
pp. 398 - 399). Reflected sounds from elevated roads can also increase the noise exposure 
level (Kimura, Kaku and Hiroe, 1995, p. 783) of dwellings immediately above the road 
surface, thus creating a high contrast between the noise exposure level ofdwellings beneath 
and above the road surface. Buna (1987b，p. 11/5) commented that elevated roads generally 
produce greater environmental noise problems but some screening would occur for reception 
points located below the edge of embankment. This explanation may apply to two selected 
estates in this study: Cheung Shan Estate and Clague Garden Estate. They both abut an 
elevated section of a busy road. Clague Garden Estate abuts a sloping section ofTsuen Wan 
Road that is elevated from local ground surface by 2 to 10 m (Figure 5.12b). Cheung Shan 
Estate abuts the section of Cheung Pei Shan Road that is elevated from local ground surface 
by 10 m. As Cheung Pei Shan Road is elevated higher from local ground surface, the effect 
of an elevated road surface is more strongly felt at Cheung Shan Estate. The difference 
between mean dBA L,o 1 hr 10 at level 1 and at level 7 is 7.4 dBA L ! � 1 hr for Cheung Shan 
Estate while the corresponding figure for Clague Garden Estate is only 4.1 dB. 
5.5.3 Acoustical Shadow by A Depressed Road Cut into a Hill 
At two of the selected housing estates (Tsuen Tak Garden and Kam Fung Garden), 
the mean L i^o first increases with elevation and then levels off. These two estates are situated 
very close to each other and face the same noise source: Castle Peak Road. They are both 
built on two small hills into which the road has cut into by 10 and 9 metres respectively. The 
hills have the same effect as the podium. The two estates are located on a flat hill top and are 
somewhat withdrawn from hill slope. As a result, their mean dBA L � � 1 hr rises slowly and 
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gradually until they plateau at the height where the shadow effect created by the hill is 
reduced to a minimum. Figure 5.14 illustrates this phenomenon. 
5.5.4 Sudden Increase of Mean L^io at High Levels at Belvedere Garden and 
WatersidePlaza 
An apparent sudden increase of mean dBA L,o 1 hr at very high levels is noted at the 
Belvedere Garden (at the 42nd level) and Waterside Plaza (at the 41st level) (Figure 5.12b). 
The variation ofdBA L ! � 1 hr with elevation for each of these two estates was examined and 
it was found that the increase in mean dBA L ! � 1 hr does not represent a true increase ofmean 
dBA Lio 1 hr with elevation. It is only because not all housing blocks within the estate have 
the same number of floor levels, and it so happens that those blocks having the few extra 
floors face a busy road and are exposed to higher noise levels. 
For example in the case ofBelvedere Garden, there are a total of 19 housing blocks in 
the estate. The main noise source of this estate is Tuen Mun Road. Those housing blocks that 
abut Tuen Mun Road have higher noise exposure level and those which back the road are 
accordingly exposed to lower traffic noise. Mostly of the 19 blocks of the estate have 41 
levels. However, five blocks have three more levels (Block 5 to Block 9，Phase II of the 
Belvedere Garden, see Figure 3.5 for the layout of the Belvedere Garden). It so happens that 
those five taller housing estates (have 44 levels) are the ones that abut Tuen Mun Road and 
thus have higher noise exposure level. As the mean L i^o plotted from level 1 to level 41 in 
Figure 5.12a is an average of all blocks whilst the mean L i^o plotted from level 42 to level 44 
is an average of the five noisier housing blocks only. The mean dBA L,o 1 hr plotted from 
level 42 to level 44 is thus higher than level 1 to level 41. Therefore, mean dBA L,o 1 hr 
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increases abruptly from level 41 to level 42. 
The case of Waterside Plaza is similar to that of Belvedere Garden. Mean L.,n 
AIU 
increases suddenly from level 40 to level 41. This is also explained by the fact that not all 
blocks have the same number of levels. Only noisier housing estates have taller levels and 
therefore it appears that the mean noise level increases suddenly. 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
It was suggested in this Chapter that four factors, namely, the time of construction, 
housing type, urban form and receiver height are the major determinants of noise exposure 
level. Modem dwellings are generally exposed to lower noise levels due to existence of the 
podium and the greater setback distance between roads and dwellings. Private housing 
generally enjoys a more favourable acoustic environment because ofthe inclusion ofpodium 
in the building layout and their siting away from major trunk routes. Ofthe two urban forms 
presenting the old and modem housing respectively, the old grid street pattem produces more 
varied noise exposure levels. The form of modem housing developments, instead, produces 
noise exposures that are less extreme, i.e., few dwellings are exposed to very high or very low 
noise exposure level. It is also found that only in modem housings does the noise level 
attenuate with height, but the rate of reduction is very small. 
This chapter has repeatedly demonstrated the noise mitigation effect of podium, 
through the reduction of noise level in modem housing, private housing estates and the 
vertical profile of individual housing estates. The inclusion and liberal use of podium in the 
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construction ofnew housing developments are thus highly recommended as a cost efficient 
means to mitigate noise level in Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER 6 EFFECT OF TRAFFIC NOISE ON URBAN POPULATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The predicted facade traffic noise (dBA L , � 1 hr) was examined for a large number of 
dwellings in Tsuen Wan in Chapters 4 and 5. It is found that over half of the dwellings in 
Tsuen Wan are exposed to noise exposure in exceedance of the Traffic Noise Guideline. 
Since dBA L,o 1 hr refers to the noise level at the peak hour of the day, it reflects only the 
peak hour noise during the day which has no bearing whatsoever on the noise levels at night. 
In some countries, the traffic noise criterion refers to the noise both during the day and at 
night (e.g., L^ used in the US). The need to take into account the night-time traffic noise is 
well justified. People spend most of their time at home and it is during the night-time hours 
when they are asleep that people are most vulnerable to road traffic noise disturbance (Roth, 
1972; Fields and Hall, 1987，p. 3/11). 
To fill this important data gap in understanding the acoustic environment in Hong 
Kong, a survey was undertaken at nine dwellings in Tsuen Wan to ascertain their 24-hour 
noise environment. A summary of the characteristics of the nine sites is given in Table 6.1. 
The results obtained were analyzed for the variation of the noise during the 24-hour period, 
and for the hour from 3 to 4 a.m. when people are fast asleep, the noise events were identified 
and related to the noise producers. The frequency spectra of some noise events were also 
analyzed. These results are presented and discussed in the following sections. 
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Table 6.1 Summary ofCharacteristics of9 Sites Selected for 24-hour Noise Sampling 
Site Characteristics of dominant traffic noise Located in Other Floor 
housing estate: noise(s) 
A low noise level from freely flowing Bayview sea transport V 
traffic Garden 
B Clague Garden sea transport 16 
high noise level from freely flowing Estate 
C traffic Clague Garden sea transport 22 
Estate 
D medium noise level from start-stop Fairview ^ 
traffic Garden 
E high noise level from start-stop traffic Fairview 5" 
Garden 
F medium noise level from freely flowing Rhine Terrace factories TT 
traffic and other noise(s) 
G high noise level from freely flowing Rhine Terrace j ^ 
traffic 
H Tsuen Tak factories 9 
high noise level from start-stop traffic Garden 
I Tsuen Tak factories 30 
Garden 
6.2 PnJRNAL VAmATION OF LA10. LA90 AND LAEO 
Hourly facade L i^o,[八卯，L^eq for sites A to I for 24 hours are presented in Figure 6.1 
which provides a broad idea of the 24-hour noise environment of Tsuen Wan. L^j^ and [八叫 
are chosen because they are the basic noise descriptors of road traffic noise. L i^o is adopted 
by the Hong Kong (Planning Dept., HK, 1990) and the British Government (Lamure, 1985) 
in their traffic noise guidelines for sensitive land-uses. L^ eq is adopted by USA 
(Environmental Protection Agency, US, 1974)，Japan (Kuno, et al, 1988)，China (Liu, 1990) 
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Figure 6.1a Diurnal Variations of LAio, LAeq,匕八9。for 9 Sites 
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Figure 6.1b Diurnal Variations of Uio, U<,, U o for 9 Sites 
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and most ofthe European countries. 
As can be seen from Figures 6.1 and 6.2，there is a close correspondence between 
hourly L i^o and hourly L e^q. The correlation coefficient ofhourly L _ and hourly L^ eq for all 
ofthe 9 sites is 0.99. On average, L ,^o is higher than [八叫 by 2.5 dB (Figure 6.2). In fact, the 
relationship between L!�and L^ has been explored long ago, e.g., by Burgess (1978)，Don 
and Rees (1985) and Bisio, Daminelli and Piromalli (1995). The results are in line with the 
findings by Bisio, Daminelli and Piromalli (1995) that "values ofL,o - L^ included within 2.2 
and 3.7 in day-time and within 4.5 in night-time" (p. 773) and are similar to Lamure (1985, p. 
315) and Burgess (1978) that L,o = L^ + 3 dBA • In other words, L!�and L^ are a pair of 
very highly correlated noise descriptors in measuring road traffic noise level. 
Therefore, there is very little difference in representing road traffic noise by hourly 
^Aio or hourly [八叫.The measured hourly L ^ will be used to compare with the Hong Kong 
Traffic Noise Guideline (70 dBA L ! � 1 hr) in subsequent sections. As said before, the 24-hour 
noise environment, especially the night-time noise levels, are important in assessing road 
traffic noise disturbance. However, the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline only specifies the 
peak hour noise environment which occurs in the day. There is no guideline on the 24-hour 
noise environment or the night-time noise environment in Hong Kong. In addition, noise 
standards mentioned in past researches and other countries are mostly stated in terms ofL^^q. 
As there is a close relationship between hourly L i^o and hourly 1八叫，the measured hourly L^ ^^  




























































































































































































































































LA9o describes the background noise level (Cunniff，1977; Parry, 1991，p. 45). 
Although it is not commonly used to describe road traffic noise. The difference between it 
and L i^o i.e., noise climate, does help measure the fluctuation of noise level, which is 
important in assessing the intrusiveness ofroad traffic noise. 
^ COMPARISON OF HOURLY FACADE LA10 WITH HONG KONG TRAFFIC NOTSF 
GUIDELINE 
Measured hourly L^,o is compared with the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline, 70 
dBA Lio 1 hr, which is originally intended to address the noise level of the noisiest hour of 
the day. The comparison is given in Figure 6.1. The number of hours of exceedance are 
calculated for each site and the occurrence time of exceedance hours are shown in Table 6.2. 
From this comparison, several points are noted: 1) when the peak hour facade L i^o is 
compared with the Hong Kong Traffic Noise Guideline (70 dBA L,o 1 hr), exceedance was 
recorded at eight out of the nine sites; 2) at seven of nine sites, noise in exceedance was 
recorded for extended periods, for as long as 12 hours or more. The start time of exceedance 
ranges from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. and the exceedance can extend late into the night. For five 
sites, L i^o drops to below 70 dB only after 10:00 p.m. or later. At site G, L i^o exceeds 70 dB 
for 24 hours of the day. 
In other words, undesirable noise level extends to late evening and early moming 
hours. Unfortunately, early moming hours and late evening hours are the time when people 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































at risk at sleep disturbance (Roth, 1972). The Organization for European Co-operation and 
Development also specifies a tighter standard of noise level when people are in light sleep 
(Vallet，1987，p. 5/14). The high L ,^o level recorded for these sensitive hours indicate that 
people are highly at risk of road traffic noise (sleep) disturbance. 
M COMPARISON WITH 24-HOUR NOISE STANDARDS 
This section compares the noise levels measured in Tsuen Wan with outdoor 24-hour 
noise standards adopted by other countries and international organizations. Such comparison 
serves two purposes. First, the Traffic Noise Guideline ofHong Kong refers to the peak hour 
facade noise level which usually happens at day time. Second, other than L^jo, there are other 
noise descriptors which may provide meaningful indicators ofthe acoustic environment. 
It should however be emphasized that in a crowded city such as Hong Kong, it would 
not be practical to achieve the more stringent noise criteria adopted in many countries. The 
standards mentioned below can be viewed as very stringent and is probably a luxury not 
achievable in Hong Kong. This is also acknowledged in the Hong Kong Planning Standards 
and Guidelines which states that "in Hong Kong, many sensitive uses are exposed to noise 
levels that are exceptionally high by world standards" (Planning Department, HK, 1985, p. 
31). The comparison nonetheless provides a useful reference, particularly in revealing in 
which ways the urban population may be affected. The standards of other countries do serve 
as references of what a comfortable noise environment should be and how far the noise 
environment of the selected sites depart from them. The 24-hour facade noise standard 
adopted by the USEPA, L^ < 55 dBA is chosen to compare the measured 24-hour facade 
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noise level ofthe nine selected sites. The comparison is summarized in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Comparison of Measured Facade Noise Level with 24-hour Noise 
Environment Standards 
Site Measured L^^at USEPA standard Measured L^ m i n u s ~ 
dwellings in Tsuen Wan USEPA standard 
_ ^ _ 71.8 — 5 l F 16.8 
^ 77.4 55.0 2 ^ 
_C 78.5 — 5 5 ^ 23.5 
_ ^ _ 71.6 — 5 ^ 16.6 
J 76.1 — 55.0 2 L T 
J 70.4 - 55.0 T 1 T 
~ G ~ ~ 80.6 55.0 2 5 ^ 
J i 79.4 55.0 24J" 
^ ~ 78.3 55.0 23.3 
Min. exceedance 15 4 
Max. exceedance “ 25.6 
It can be seen that the USEPA standard was exceeded at all of the nines sites (Table 
6.3) and the degree of exceedance is also high. The reasons are many. Tsuen Wan is a highly 
populated and heavily trafficked town with only a small buffer between roads and dwellings. 
Whilst the USEPA standard might be too stringent for Hong Kong, the relatively high degree 
ofexceedance does indicate that the 24-hour nOise environment ofdwellings ofTsuen Wan is 
unacceptable. 
6.5 24-HOUR OUTDOOR NOISE CLIMATE 
Noise in a city may be divided into far field (steady) noise and local noise (Mathys, 
1993; Garcia and Faus, 1991). Far field noise comes from far away sources like distant 
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traffic，distant factories etc. It supplies a relatively steady background noise level in a city, 
which is described by, say L90. Local noise comes from nearby noise sources, e.g., nearby 
traffic. It fluctuates constantly and constitutes the peak noise level, which is described by, say 
Lio' 
Since far field noise is produced by distant noise sources that arise out of urban 
activities, it tends to diminish at night time. However, local noise does not diminish in this 
way as noise created by individual drive-bys of vehicles will be more or less the same 
independent of the time of the day. 
Consequently, the difference between far field noise and local noise, termed as noise 
climate (the range of levels within which the time-varying A-level at the site spends 80 % of 
the time (Schultz, 1982, p. 79)) becomes larger at night. Noise climate, which in essence 
measures the level of fluctuation of noise, may explain a part of the night-time road traffic 
noise annoyance, especially for the relatively quiet sites. 
The measured facade noise climate, obtained by subtracting hourly L^ 9o from the 
hourly L^io, is plotted for each of the nine sites in Figure 6.3. 
For those sites (B, C, D and E) dominated by road traffic noise, the variation of the 
noise climate seems to be closely related to traffic volume with a simple inverse relationship 
between the two. It can be seen (Figure 6.3) that the noise climate is greatest during the night 
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Figure 6.3b Hourly Facade Noise Climate at 9 Sites over 24 Hours 
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An observation mentioned above is that for those sites dominated by traffic noise, the 
noise climate is larger at night than in the day. This is because background noise can drop to a 
fairly low level, thus accentuating the peaks of passing vehicles. Therefore, dwellings with 
road traffic noise as the dominant noise sources are more annoyed than are dwellings exposed 
to multiple noise sources. 
In addition to road traffic noise, sites F, H and I are all affected by high level of 
factory background noise. Their noise climate pattem can be explained by the interpolation of 
road traffic noise and background noise depicted in Figure 6.4. Factory noise which 
contributes to the background is described by L^ go in Figure 6.4a. Road traffic noise produces 
peak noise level, which is described by L i^o in Figure 6.4b. Factories are known to produce 
rather steady background noise over time because the diumal range offactory activities is less 
than that of road traffic activities and many factories in fact operate 24 hours a day". In 
contrast, road traffic volume varies greatly during the day with the night-time traffic being 
only one tenth of that of the day. As L i^o is highly correlated with traffic volume, the 
variation of [八！。over 24 hours is also larger. The interpolation of L ,^o and L^ 9o curves then 
produces noise climate as shown in Figure 6.4c. 
The above observation substantiates the statements in the Section 6.4 "Comparison 
with 24-hour Noise Standards" that traffic noise disturbance can be different for sites with 
similar L j^o level because traffic noise disturbance cannot be described by peak level 
descriptor, L i^o, alone. The noise climate is also relevant. 
“this is confirmed by casual interview with household members at site H and site 1. 
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Figure 6.4 Noise Climate Created by High Background Noise Level and Large 
Diurnal Range of Peak Level 
Figure 6.4a Smaller diurnal Figure 6.4b Larger diurnal range 
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^ OUTDOOR-INDOOR NOISE ATTENTTATTON 
Outdoor-indoor noise attenuation is the difference between outdoor and indoor noise 
level. It is widely accepted that indoor noise level is more correlated with annoyance than the 
outdoor one (Ko, Kwan and Chan, 1976) as the outdoor noise is attenuated by various factors 
such as windows, fumiture and indoor decoration. However, it is very difficult to obtain data 
on indoor noise levels because indoor noise measurements will inevitably disturb the 
households' daily activities. Outdoor facade noise measurements are very often the only 
practical method to obtain noise exposure level. The relationship between outdoor noise 
measurement with annoyance perceived indoors can be improved by establishing the 
magnitude of outdoor-indoor noise attenuation. In this study, as the indoor noise level was 
sampled only from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. at each site, only outdoor and indoor noise levels at 
that period are compared. 
Only six of the nine sites provided valid indoor noise data for this analysis. The 
amount of attenuation was calculated for various noise descriptors: L i^o,匕八卯，L e^q,[八咖兀，L i^o 
-1八90，L^ io - J^Aeq &nd I^Amax “ ^ AlO. 
6.6.1 Outdoor-indoor Attenuation of L^io, L^ go? L^ eq and L^^^^ 
Up to 10 dB of attenuation has been observed for various descriptors (Table 6.4). As 
the indoor noise level was measured with the window half open at more than half of the 
sample sites, an even higher amount of attenuation could be expected if the windows are 
closed, by at least an additional 3 or more dB. Therefore, up to a maximum of 15 dB 
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Table 6.4 Outdoor-indoor Noise Attenuation ofL^,o, L ^ L^,^and L _ 
Site Site Site Site Site Site Max.~~ M m . ~ ~ M e a n ~ 
A B C D F I attenua attenua attenua 
tion tion tion 
Outdoor 61.8 68.0 68.8 58.0 61.4 69.8 
A^10 
Indoor 56.5 62.1 66.0 53.8 54.7 57.9 
A^10 
Outdoor - 5.3 5.9 2.8 4.2 6 .7 "~U^ U S ^ 8 ^ 
indoor 
A^tO 
Outdoor 58.5 64.4 66.0 55.3 60.5 69.3 
A^en 
Indoor 54.3 59.0 63.3 51.0 53.9 57.3 
A^gq 
Outdoor - 4.2 5.4 2.7 4.3 6.6 12.0 1 ^ ^ ^ 
indoor 
A^en 
Outdoor 54.0 55.6 61.4 46.2 59.4 68.6 
A^9Q 
Indoor 49.4 53.2 59.4 42.5 52.9 56.6 
J^A90 
Outdoor - 4.6 ~ ^ A 2^ 3 J ^~~ l2^0 1 ^ 2Jd ^2 
indoor 
A^90 
Outdoor 71.2 75.0 75.9 77.5 69.8 76.8 
A^max 
Indoor 69.5 70.3 72.7 73.5 62.3 69.9 
A^max 




attenuation could be achieved through closed windows. With the increasing affluence, air-
conditioners are becoming a necessity. It seems that, for the short term, closing the windows 
is the only practical method to alleviate the noise problem in Tsuen Wan. 
As aforementioned, one of the objectives of this study is to ascertain the amount of 
outdoor-indoor attenuation in the sampled areas. However, the measurements results can only 
indicate the possible range of outdoor-indoor attenuation. Such a large variability may 
perhaps be due to the different degrees of window opening, differences in noise propagation 
patterns and the amount and nature of furniture in various households. The general pattem of 
the outdoor-indoor attenuation cannot be ascertained in this study. This subject is still left to 
be explored. 
6.6.2 Outdoor-indoor Attenuation of L^,o - [柳 L^,o - [人叫 and [ 戍 隨 - L ^ ^ 
LAio - L^ 90 and L^^ ax _ A^9o are basically descriptors that measure noise level 
fluctuation as [八卯 is considered as background noise level descriptor (Cumiiff, 1977; Carter, 
Ingham and Tran; Griefahn, 1991) and L i^o and L^^ ax as descriptors of peak noise level. A 
high level of noise fluctuation may have negative effects towards sleep quality. 
The mean attenuation of noise level is less than 1 dB for two descriptors (L^io -[八卯 
and L i^o - [八叫 ) a n d a negative value is even observed for [八服又-[八卯(Table 6.5). The 
magnitude of the variation of outdoor-indoor attenuation 0!^八臓 -L^9o, L i^o - L^ eq and L^^ ax • 
L^ 9o (i.e., descriptors that measure noise level fluctuation) is much smaller than that of L^max> 
LAio，^A90 and L^ eq (i.e., single criterion noise descriptors). 
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Table 6.5 Outdoor-indoor Attenuation of L^,o - [ 柳 L^,o - L, , , and L ^ ^ - L ^ 
Site Site Site Site Site Site M a x . ~ ~ [ " ^ ~ ~ Mean~~ 
A B C D F I attenua attenua attenua 
tion tion tion 
Outdoor ~~7.8 12.4 ~~7.4 11.8 ~ ~ 2 ^ ~ ~ h l ] 
^^ A10" ^^ 90 
Indoor 7.1 ~8^9 ^ " ^ U 3 L8 L3 
^AlQ" ^^A90 
Outdoor - 0.7 3.5 0.9 0.5 0.2 -0.1 3^ loi l oJ" 
indoor 
^Ain" L^ Qo 
Outdoor ~ ~ j y 3.6 ~ ~ ^ 4J 09 o!s 
LA10-
A^sq 
Indoor 2.1 3.1 2.7 2.8 0.8 ~ 0 6 
^AlO -
-idAfifl 




Outdoor 17.2 19.4 14.5 31.3 10.4 ~ ~ s J ] 
A^max “ 
A^90 
Indoor 20.1 17.1 13.3 31.0 9.4 13.3 
[Amax “ 
A^9Q 





This level ofattenuation is barely noticeable by the human ear. In other words, i f the 
amount of outdoor noise level fluctuation is sleep disturbing, the indoor one is probably 
going to be the same and vice versa. Therefore, outdoor measurement of noise level 
fluctuation already provides an accurate assessment ofthe noise disturbing effect experienced 
indoors. 
6 J ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE RELATED SLEEP PlSTURBANCK 
Sleep is one of the major noise sensitive activities at households. Noise disturbance 
affects sleep pattem (Erhrensten and Milller-Limmroth, 1980) and the overall performance on 
the next day (Frustorfer, et al, 1988). Sleep disturbance by noise also constitutes a major, if 
not the highest, proportion of noise complaints. Road traffic noise penetrates late into the 
night for Tsuen Wan and its potential sleep disturbance is thus a major issue in this thesis. 
Road traffic noise related sleep disturbance can be assessed by referring to the outdoor and 
indoor single criterion levels (such as [八叫)，the noise events and the frequency spectra ofthe 
events. These will be examined in the following sections respectively. 
6.7.1 Facade Noise Level 
Although indoor noise may correlate better with annoyance than outdoor noise, 
outdoor noise is easier to measure. If outdoor noise standards are set with sufficient regard to 
the outdoor-indoor noise attenuation characteristics, outdoor noise level can be a useful 
indicator of possible sleep disturbance. However, there is no night-time noise standard or 
guideline in Hong Kong. Therefore, both outdoor (facade) noise level and indoor noise level 
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of the selected sites are presented and compared with night-time environmental noise 
standards adopted elsewhere. 
Comparison ofFacade Noise Levels with Night-time Noise Standards 
There are two major groups of noise standards for the protection of the night-time 
acoustic environment. The first one, which is more commonly used and easier to arrive at, is 
based on single criterion descriptors, such as [八叫.I t is adopted by Italy, WHO and OECD. 
The second, which is less common, specifies the level of fluctuation ofnoise in terms ofL^n.^ ^ 
-L^9o and is adopted by Australia. 
Night-time Outdoor Noise Standard,[八叫=45 dB, by Italy, WHO and OECD 
Night-time noise environment standard suggested by Italy (Barmbilla, 1993, p. 582), 
the World Health Organization (WHO), and the Organization for Economic Co-orporation 
and Development (OECD) (Carter, Ingham and Tran, p. 54) are the same at L^ 45 dBA. L— 
was purported to have high correlation with the degree of annoyance (Rylander, Sorensen and 
Kajland, 1976) and is widely considered suitable to represent the night-time noise 
environment. In this study, the night-time (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) facade mean values of 
L^ eq have been calculated for each site (Table 6.6). It can be seen that all sites have recorded 
noise levels exceeding that standard by 16 to 26 dBA. Exceedance level could be regarded as 
very severe as far as sleep disturbance is concerned. In other words, the dwellings in Tsuen 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Night-time Noise Standard,[八隨-L^^o = 15 dB, by New South Wales SPCC, 
Australian Standard 
The above standard focuses on the noise level fluctuation ([八霞 minus L^ 90) which is 
believed to be related to sleep disturbance because during the night-time, the noise level tends 
to drop and remain at a relatively low level and any noise peaks will be accentuated. The New 
South Wales State Pollution Control Commission, Australia suggests a standard of 15 dBA 
for outdoor L^^,^ -[八卯. I n this study, the criterion is compared with the facade L^^^, - L^ 9o 
from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. measured at each ofthe nine sites (Table 6.6). 
From the results, it can be seen that the night-time noise could be considered 
satisfactory at five of the nine sites. At the other four sites, however, the standard was 
exceeded by as much as 16.3 dBA. From the video recordings, it was found that two of the 
four sites (sites A and B) were characterised by a low [八卯 because of the relatively small 
mid-night traffic. However, these two sites face a roadway that is used, no matter how 
infrequently, by semi-trailers operating late into mid-night. Semi-trailers are known to 
produce high noise peaks when they travel over irregular road surfaces thus accentuating the 
noise peaks, as revealed in the L^^^ readings, and resulting in a highly unacceptable noise 
fluctuation environment. 
The night-time noise environment in Tsuen Wan in terms of L^^ ax _ [八卯 is more 
acceptable than the night-time noise environment in terms of L^^ .^ However, for some sites, 
the level of L^ max _ ^ A9o is alarmingly high and this was caused by semi-trailers. The noise 
event annoyance by heavy vehicles will be examined in depth in Section 6.7.3 “Noise Event 
Analysis" later in this chapter. 
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6.7.2 Indoor Noise Level 
As afore-mentioned, valid indoor noise data were only obtained at six of the nine 
sites. The indoor sound pressure level for all six sites were sampled at 0.1 second interval 
from 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. and stored in a notebook computer real time. From the results, a 
rmmber ofnoise descriptors, L _ , L _ , [八叫匕八讓， L _ - L^^ o, L _ - L^,, and [ 八 職 _ L ^ were 
calculated (Table 6.7). The reason for choosing 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. for indoor noise 
sampling was that this hour has the smallest traffic flow in the whole day (see for example, 
Figure 6.1). Accordingly, the [八卯 would probably be the lowest and any noise peaks caused 
by passing vehicles would be the highest, and hence the difference between the noise peaks 
and background is likely to be the greatest. In fact, Ko and Lo (1972, p. 7) also reported that 
the quietest time was from 1:00 a.m. to 4:30 a.m. 
Table 6.7 Indoor Noise Level at 6 Sites 
-^^~~3^ 1：^ A^sq LAma25 ^10 “ ^A9Q ^Aw _ L .^^  L^^,, - L ^ 
A 56.5 49.4 54.3 69.5 7J ^ 20.1 
B ~ 6 ^ 59.4 63.3 72.7 6.5 — 2.7 9 T 
C ~ ~ 5 4 y 52.9 - 53.9 6 2 T 1.8 0.8 — 9.4 
D ~ ~ 6 i r 53.2 59.0 70.3 8.9 — 3.1 17~ 
F ~ 5 3 T 42.5 51.0 73.5 11.3 2.8 3 l i 
I 57.9 56.6 57.3 69.9 1.3 0.6 13.3 
Comparison of Indoor Noise Level with Night-time Noise Standards 
In this section, the indoor noise level will be compared with standards of other 
countries and international bodies to indicate the possible extent of traffic noise related sleep 
disturbance in Tsuen Wan. As different countries or organizations adopt different standards, 
the measured indoor noise level will be compared with both stringent and loose ones in the 
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following paragraphs. 
Night-time Indoor Standard,[八叫=35 dBA, by OECD and WHO 
From comparison with indoor 1八叫，two standards are chosen. The first one is night-
time L^ eq 35 dBA adopted by the European Economic Community (ECC), the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)'^ and World Health Organization 
(WHO) (Vallet, 1987，p. 5/14). This is also suggested by Kabuto and Kageyama (1994) for 
the avoidance of sleep disturbance and in line with the finding of Eberhardt (1988) that no 
sleep disturbances were found for continuous noise below 36 dBA. In addition, Vallet et al 
(1983，p. 173) also found previously that the bedroom threshold of sleep quality impairment 
was L^ eq 37 dBA. 
From the results in Table 6.8，it can be seen that the standard of L^ eq = 35 dB was 
exceeded at all sites. The magnitude of exceedance ranges from 16 dB at site F to 28.3 dB at 
site B. However, the 35 dBA standard was criticized as unduly strict by Large (1981) and 
Rice (1982). As a result, another less stringent standard is also chosen for comparison. 
12 The European Communities Commission (ECC) considers the night-time criterion 
for satisfactory sleep to be: L^ eq 30 - 35 dBA or below within buildings (Vallet, 1987, p. 
5/14). The upper limit, 35 dBA, was chosen for comparison with measured indoor noise 
level. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) provisionally 
recommends adoption of the following L^ eq levels in member countries: 35 dBA during the 
period of getting to sleep, 45 dBA in the case of light sleep and 50 dBA for deep sleep. The 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Night-time Indoor Standard, L^^^ = 50 dBA, by OECD 
The second standard, L^ eq 50 dBA, was suggested by the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) during the period of deep sleep (Vallet, 1987，p. 
5/14). This standard is less stringent than the WHO and ECC standards. However, all of the 
sites had L^ eq value exceeding that standard with a minimum exceedance of 1 dBA and a 
maximum exceedance of 13.3 dBA (Table 6.8). 
Night-time Indoor Standard, [ • _ , = 45 dB, by ECC, OECD and WHO 
Standards 
LAmax refers to the noise peaks created by passing vehicles and is a relevant criterion 
because such sharp peaks may rise significantly above the background. For this reason, 
organizations such as ECC, OECD and WHO have proposed the standard L^^ ax 45 dB 
against which the results of this study are compared. Vallet et al (1983) also proposed the 
same level for noise peaks which might impair sleep quality. It can be seen from Table 6.8 
that the above noise standard was exceeded at all sites by at least 17.3 dB and as much as 
32.2 dB. However, as discussed earlier, this standard may be considered as too stringent for a 
crowded city like Hong Kong. 
Discussion 
A conclusion that can be drawn from the above comparison is that no matter by which 
standard, all of the sites surveyed are exposed to unacceptable indoor noise level during the 
period from 3:00 to 4:00 a.m. and this may have sleep disturbance implications. Since the 
period from 3:00 to 4:00 a.m. has the lowest traffic flow, if the noise criteria cannot be met 
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for this period, they are unlikely to be met at other times. 
The quantitative data on indoor noise level presented above are significant because 
this study on indoor noise level is among the first ofits kind carried out in Hong Kong. There 
have been only two previous documented indoor noise level surveys in Hong Kong. Ko, 
Kwan and Chan (1976) surveyed the indoor noise level at fire stations of Hong Kong. Ko 
(1976a) investigated on the noise attenuation between measurements taken at kerb side and at 
first or second level dwellings indoors, indoor noise level at dwellings was not reported. This 
study is the first one in Hong Kong that measured indoor noise level by receptor oriented 
sampling approach and the measured levels are compared with international standards. There 
has been a certain number of surveys on outdoor noise levels and as said, indoor noise level is 
better correlated with subjective disturbance. However, because of resource constraint, only 
nine sites were sampled in this study and results are therefore non-conclusive and it would be 
difficult, ifnot impossible, to draw general conclusions. It is certainly hoped that more indoor 
noise level surveys could be carried out to ascertain road traffic noise related (sleep) 
disturbance. 
This lack of data on indoor noise level suggests a major weakness in the Traffic Noise 
Guideline adopted in Hong Kong. The Guideline only specifies outdoor noise level and has 
no regards whatsoever about the indoor noise level. In this study, some dwellers complained 
to us on traffic noise disturbance even when the facade noise level fell within the 70 dBA 1 hr 
guideline. It is high time that the Government should propose indoor noise level criteria, like 
those proposed by the US, ECC and WHO. It is supposed that indoor noise criteria will 
definitely add vigour to indoor noise level surveys in Hong Kong and give town planner, 
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architects and related authorities valuable guidelines on how to protect urban dwellers from 
(sleep) disturbing noises. 
6.7.3 Noise Event Analysis 
The Definition of Noise Events 
High traffic volume during day time creates a relatively constant peak level of noise 
for dwellings adjacent to major roads. Traffic volume decreases at night, and so does the 
background noise level. During late night hours, the low traffic volume can no longer create a 
relatively constant peak level but rather creates distinct individual noise peaks. It is 
commonly accepted that noise peaks are usually caused by individual passages of vehicles, 
lasting for two seconds or more. Because of their significant emergence from background 
noise level, they may produce sleep disturbance in terms ofEEG changes or body movements 
(Griefahn and Gros, 1983). These individual noise peaks are termed noise events. It has been 
found that sleep interference does not only correlate with L^ ^^ ^ but also with the number of 
noise events (Vemet, 1979, 1983; Eberhardt, Strale and Berlin, 1987; Ohstr6m, Rylander and 
Bjorkman, 1988; Ohstrom, 1995). 
There is, however, no consensus on how noise events should be defined. Some tend to 
assign or describe particular values of L^x as the criteria for defining noise events (Metz and 
Muzet, 1977; Thiessen, 1980; Ohrstr6m and Rylander, 1982; Ohstrom, 1995). Carter, 
Ingham and Tran regarded a noise event as any noise above a preset level lasting for two 
seconds or more. They used the preset level of 70 dBA for outdoor events and 50 dBA for 
indoor events. In this study, the two second duration is adopted but a different preset level is 
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used. It is found in this study that a very large difference in sound pressure level could be 
found amongst sampling sites. If an absolute preset level was used, some sites would be 
eventless and others might have too many events or might have events which lasted for up to 
10 minutes or more. As a result, instead of adopting an absolute preset level to define noise 
events，a relative level is used. Since sleep interfering events include peaks that emerge 
significantly above background noise level (Vemet, 1983，p. 335) and [八卯 is very often 
regarded as the background noise descriptor (Cunniff，1977; Ford, 1987，p. 2/16), a noise 
event is thus defined in this study for any noise peaks that have exceeded the indoor L^ g^  level 
at that site by 10 dB or more for at least two seconds. The 10 dB is set arbitrarily on the 
consideration that this level is not so small that the emergence effects of events from 
background is not evident. On the other hand, the level should not be too large that 
potentially noise disturbing events would not be depicted. Moreover, the New South Wales 
State Pollution Control Commission (SPCC), Australia suggested that, for the evaluation of 
noise for sleep disturbance, the outdoor 二八服父 _ A^9o should not exceed 15 dB (Carter, Ingham 
and Tran, p. 51). Considering that indoor 匕八服兀 attenuates more than indoor LA^does，a 10 dB 
emergence level for is used in this study to define noise events. Moreover, Mathys (1993) 
seemed to regard noise climate larger than 10 dB to be large. 
Adopting the operational definition that a noise event is a continuous sound exceeding 
the indoor L^ gQ level by 10 dB or more and lasting for at least two seconds, noise events could 
only be depicted at four out of the six sites. 
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Sleep Disturbance by Noise Events 
This study will not attempt to define the critical load for peak level of noise events 
that is sleep interfering, but would rather adopt what others have suggested for comparison 
with data obtained in this study for assessing the degree of sleep interference in Tsuen Wan. 
As several assessment criteria have been used, e.g. Jurriens (1980); Ehrenstein and Muller-
Limmroth (1980); Metz and Muzet (1977) and Ohrstrom and Rylander (1982)， 
measurements of this study will be compared with them, of which some are more stringent, 
others are less. The comparison results are summarized in Table 6.9 and the comparison are 
based on indoor noise level rather than outdoor one. 
LAmax" of Noise Events 
Eberhardt, StrMe and Berlin (1987) suggested that at the peak level (L^n,J of45 dBA, 
deep sleep would transit towards lighter sleep and at a peak level of55 dBA, awakenings may 
occur. Another researcher, Griefahn (1990，p. 1163) also suggested the critical loads for 
noise-induced awakening varied from 45 to 68 dBA indoors. In light of these findings, two 
criteria, 45 dBA and 55 dBA are used to assess the annoyance ofnoise events in Tsuen Wan. 
The results at all four sites indicate that all ofthe recorded noise events had peaks exceeding 
45 and 55 dB respectively, suggesting the possibility of light sleep and awakening (Table 
6.9). 
13 Indoor level was recorded at 0.1 second interval. L^ ^^  thus refers to the highest level 
of SPL recorded for the noise event from 0.1 second interval data. 
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TaWe 6.9 Comparison of L^^^, of Noise Events with Suggested Thresholds for 
Sleep Disturbance 
Site A Site B Site C Site D 
Total no. of events 9 ^ 3 J ^ 
Criterion: 
LAmax > 45 dBA 
Eberhardt, StrMe and Berlin (1987) 
No. of events exceeding the criterion 9 30 3 ^ 
Exceedance % 100 100 100 " T ^ 
Criterion: — — — = 
LAn,ax > 50 dBA 
Metz and Muzet (1977) 
No. of events exceeding the criterion 9 30 3 J ^ 
Exceedance % — 100" 100 lQo" 100— 
Criterion: 
LAmax > 55 dBA 
Metz and Muzet (1977) 
No. ofevents exceeding the criterion ^ 30 3 J T 
Exceedance % 100 100 100 100 
Criterion: 
LAmax > 60 dBA 
Thiessen (1980) 
No. of events exceeding the criterion 9 ^ 3 ^ 
Exceedance % 100" 100 1^5 ^ 
Thiessen (1980), Rice (1972) and Metz and Muzet (1977) have shown that sleep 
interference brought by noise events was age dependent. From laboratory results Metz and 
Muzet (1977) showed that sleep reactions in terms of change in heart rate and peripheral 
vasoconstrictions began with peak level as low as 45 dBA. Sleep reactions began at peak 
level of50 dBA for children, 55 dBA for the old and 60 dBA for adults. The comparison of 
the measured peak level in this study shows that all of the noise events exceeded the peak 
level of 55 dBA. Furthermore, for three of the four sites, 100 % of the noise events identified 
had peak levels exceeding 60 dBA. Following Metz and Muzet's findings, it can be 
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postulated that the mid-night noise in Tsuen Wan could disturb people ofall ages at the sites 
monitored. 
Emergence ofNoise Events from Background Noise Level 
The significance of the emergence of noise events above the background has been 
highlighted by a number of researchers. Vallet et al (1983), for example, found that additional 
electrophysiologic and heart-rate responses could be detected if a peak emerges from the 
background by at least 8 dBA. The percentage of events, in the study area, exceeding this 
threshold ranges from 33 to 100 % (Table 6.10). Griefahn (1991) proposed a lower critical 
load，at 10 dBA, for intermittent noise to rise above background noise. At this critical load, 
the proportion of the measured noise events in the study sites which exceeded this critical 
load is not large, ranging from 7 to 100 % at the four ofthe sites . 
Table 6.10 Comparison of Emergence of Noise Peak of Noise Events from 
Background with Suggested Thresholds for Sleep Disturbance 
Site A Site B Site C Site D 
Total no. of events 9 ^ 3 ^ 
Criterion: 
LAmax - LAeq > 8 dBA 
Griefahn(1991) 
No. of events exceeding the criterion 3 ] ^ 2 52 
Exceedance % 33 33 ^T_ 100 
Criterion: 
LAmax-LAeq>lOdBA 
Metz and Muzet (1977) 
No. of events exceeding the criterion 1 ^ 0 38 
Exceedance % 11 7 ^ 73 
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Discussion 
This study ofnoise events serves two purposes. First, it is the first reported attempt in 
Hong Kong to measure noise events, whether it be the peak level or their emergence above 
background noise level. Results show that noise events are potentially disturbing in Tsuen 
Wan. Though noise events were measured for only one hour at each site, since this is the 
quietest hour, other noise events for the entire night may also be sleep disturbing. Given the 
limited number of sampling sites and sampling hours, it would be far too early to draw any 
concrete conclusion for noctumal noise event pattem in Tsuen Wan. 
Furthermore, the results indicate that noise event may provide information on possible 
explanation of the noise disturbance that is not elucidated by traditional noise descriptors 
such as L^io. 
The second purpose is that this study indicates that relative rather than absolute level 
may be more suitable to define noise events. The underlying theme behind noise events 
analysis is that they rise significantly above background level and these emergence cause 
sleep disturbance. However, as background noise level varies widely according to various 
local situations, the practice of using an absolute level to define noise events may then 
deviate from that underlying theme that for some places, potentially disturbing noise peaks 
would not be depicted and for some places, noise events would last too long. The practice of 
using a relative level to define noise events should be encouraged. However, the 10 dB level 
above background level was arbitrarily selected in this study, the appropriate level will rely 
on future research. 
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Relationship between Indoor Noise Climate and Noise Events 
Noise climate is a commonly used descriptor for the level of fluctuation of sound 
pressure (Mathys, 1993). There is a significant correlation coefficient ( r = 0.87，p < 0.05) 
between the indoor noise climate and the number of noise events during 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 
а.m. at the six sites (Fig. 6.5). Dwellings that experience high level ofnoise climate at night 
are likely to experience sleep interfering noise events. 
Both noise event analysis and noise climate basically serve to address the noise 
disturbance created by highly fluctuating noise level. However, noise event analysis requires 
much more sophisticated equipment and more complex analysis procedure which may not be 
available for small scale or day-to-day noise surveys or may not even be allowed in certain 
households. It is suggested that noise climate alone may provide reasonably accurate 
assessment of the noise disturbance by noise level fluctuation. 
б.7.4 Frequency Analysis of Noise Events 
As was discussed before, road traffic noise may contain low frequency noise that is 
potentially disturbing. Therefore, a study was undertaken to ascertain the frequency spectra of 
road traffic noise. To perform this task, the frequency spectra of an approaching vehicle was 
monitored at 0.002 second interval and recorded for further analysis of the spectral 
characteristics at the noise peak and over the whole noise event. Those vehicles which are 
thought to be producers of noise events were sampled, and they included motor cycles, light 



































































































































































measured both at the kerb side (5 to 7 metres from traffic lane) and indoor at the dwellings (1 
m from open window). For each vehicle type, a number of samples was obtained and the 
mean values of SPL at different octave bands were calculated. 
From the 1/1 octave band results, two descriptors, the instantaneous frequency spectra 
ofthe noise event peak and the averaged frequency spectra (Leq ofeach octave) ofthe whole 
noise event were calculated for each vehicle type. 
From the results (Figures 6.6 and 6.7)，it can be seen that the difference between the 
frequency spectra of the noise peak and that of the whole noise event is not large. The two are 
quite similar - both are higher at the low frequency end than at the high frequency end. 
There is however an important difference for noise levels taken at kerb side and at 
dwellings. The dominance of low frequencies is significantly higher for readings taken at 
dwellings than at kerb side. Given the difference in attenuation of sound of difference 
frequencies, this is not unexpected. The dominance of low frequencies (31.5 to 250 Hz) is 
evident for all vehicle types, as well as for both the road side and dwelling measurements. In 
most cases, the noise level is highest for the 63 Hz octave band, a band accepted universally 
as the "higher level low frequency". This finding is consistent with that of Leventhall (1987) 
and Lewis (1973，p. 205) regarding urban traffic noise and also in line with Ko and Lo (1972) 
findings. 
Dawson (1982, p. 43) derived some community noise criterion for gauging the 
reaction from the local community. The criteria for 31.5 Hz is 47 dB, 63 Hz: 42.5 dB, 125 
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Figure 6.6 Frequency Spectra of the Noise Event Peak of Various Types of 
Vehicles Measured at the Road Side and at Receptor 
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Figure 6.7 Frequency Spectra of the Whole Noise Event of Various Types 
of Vehicles Measured at the Road Side and at Receptor 
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Hz: 39.3 dB, 250 Hz: 36.4 dB. These were all exceeded in the indoor measurements 
undertaken in this study (Table 6.11). The amount ofexceedance tends to be higher in lower 
frequencies. 
Mean Attenuation of Frequency Spectra of the Noise Event peaks and 
Frequency Spectra ofthe Whole Noise Events from the Roadside to the Receptor 
The attenuation ofnoise at different 1/1 octave bands due to ground and atmospheric 
absorption is given in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 for various vehicle types. The general pattem is that 
the amount of attenuation increases with frequency. These findings are in line with the 
observations of Lawrence and Burgess (1980，p. 224) and Ko and Lo (1972, p. 9). This is 
because higher frequencies undergo more attenuation by atmospheric absorption and 
divergence effects (Ko and Lo, 1972). In fact, Ko and Lo (1972, p.9) discussed that the 
attenuation of 100 Hz sound by atmosphere is negligible over of distance of 2000 ft. "The 
long wavelength waves would also hit on the outside surfaces of the buildings and then 
reflected. During the process of reflection, not much energy will be absorbed，，(ibid, p.9). In 
other words, low frequencies are more emphasized in the road traffic noise heard indoors. At 
the present stage, the critical load of annoyance of low frequencies from road traffic cannot 
be found from existing literature. 
6.8 NOISE EMITTERS 
Noise emitters are producers of noise events, which are recorded at the sampling 
sites. They have been identified by examining the video recording ofroad traffic taken at the 
sampling sites and are classified according to the classification system adopted by the Hong 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.8 Mean Attenuation of Frequency Spectra of the Noise Event Peak 
from the Road Side to the Receptor 
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traffic and as a fraction of the total number ofnoise emitters are presented in Table 6.12. 
Table 6.12 Comparison of the Proportion of Each Vehicle Type as a Fraction of the 
Total Traffic and of the Total Number ofNoise Emitters 
Site A Site B Site C Site D Mean 
No. of events 9 30 3 J2 
Private cars/ emitter % 1 1 1^ 0 42 j ^ 
taxis traffic volume % 62 73 ^ ^ j ^ 
Public light emitter % 33 33 0 4 f ^ 
buses traffic volume % 38 ~T" 2 2 TT 
Light goods emitter % ^ p" 0 § Y 
vehicles traffic volume % Q 了 6 2 ^ 
Heavy goods emitter % Q j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
vehicles traffic volume % 0 1丁 3 j^ 7" 
Semi-trailers emitter % Q jT 0 f9 fY" 
traffic volume % 0 3 ~ 5 Y 
Those vehicle types which constitute a large proportion of the total traffic are not 
necessarily the major noise emitters. To give an example, private cars and taxis, on average, 
constitute the largest proportion of the total traffic (73 %) but their share in the total number 
ofnoise emitters are not that large (16%). However, heavy goods vehicles, public light buses 
are the two major noise emitters, accounting for 21 and 18 % of the events respectively, 
despite the fact that their share in the total traffic are relatively small. Likewise, semi-trailers 
account for 11 % of the total noise emitters despite their very small share in the total traffic 
(3% on average). Furthermore, semi-trailers are found to be responsible for most of the 
highest noise peaks detected. 
OECD (1971) reported that sportscars, trucks and motor cycles are common 
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producers of noise peaks. These findings are in line with Bjorkman and Rylander (1990)， 
Lawrence and Burgess (1980，p. 24) and Sandberg (1994，p. 75) that heavy goods vehicles 
are a significant contributor of noise events. Lamure (1985, p. 319) also reported that the 
exclusion oflorries, particularly at night time, offer the biggest improvements for the [八叫 and 
also for the peak noise levels. As to why semi-trailers produce the highest noise peaks, 
Thiessen and Olson (1968) already gave the answer that they gave off "loose panels, boxes 
rattling chains and bumping noises” which are often aggravated by the irregularities of the 
road. 
It is also found in this study that public light buses are the second large noise emitters 
in Tsuen Wan. However, the importance of public light buses as noise emitters has not been 
reported before. This is perhaps due to the fact that most ofthe noise researches are carried 
out in the West where public light buses operating at night are a rare phenomenon. However, 
because of the peculiar role of public light buses in the public transport system and its 
usefulness is in providing Hong Kong 24-hour service, there is quite a number ofpublic light 
buses running on the road at night. Given there is much less traffic at night and many ofthe 
public light bus drivers are self-employed, they tend to drive at a high speed to maximize 
their turnover. Therefore, public light bus becomes a major noise emitter in Tsuen Wan, and 
also very probably in other parts ofHong Kong. 
In order to tackle the possible sleep disturbance caused by noise events, traffic control 
measures should focus on those vehicles which are the major noise emitters, namely, heavy 
goods vehicles and public light buses. Though private cars and taxis constitute the third 
largest noise emitters, they are not amenable to control because of their existence in very 
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large number. However, it would be easier and practical to eliminate as much as one tenth of 
noise events by controlling the usage of semi-trailers at night hours on certain roads as their 
share in the total traffic is very small. 
6.9 CONCLUSION 
The 24-hour noise environment, whether it be outdoor and indoor noise level, is 
unacceptable by international standards for most ofthe sampling sites. Measured noise events 
in terms oftheir peak level and their emergence from background noise level are, generally, 
also sleep disturbing. A large variability of outdoor-indoor noise attenuation, from 2 to 12 
dB，is observed under the condition that windows are half open. It seems that in the short 
term, closing the windows, might be the only practical solution for residences in Tsuen Wan 
to alleviate the noise problem. 
1/1 octave band data from noise events reveal that low frequencies dominate road 
traffic noise and the attenuation is higher for higher frequencies. In other words, road traffic 
noise experienced indoors consists largely of low frequency noises which are known to be 
relatively more disturbing. 
Heavy goods vehicles, public light buses and private cars/taxis are the first, second 
and third major noise emitters respectively. However, for traffic noise control purposes, 
management measures can perhaps only be applicable to public light buses and heavy goods 
vehicles as these two make up only a small fraction of the total traffic but are responsible for 
39 % of the noise events. Furthermore, as much as one tenth of noise events can be 
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eliminated ifthe road usage of semi-trailers can be controlled. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
This chapter summarizes the major findings of the study in the context of the stated 
objectives outlined in Chapter 1. In summarizing these findings,the significance ofthe results 
will be highlighted and the implications for noise control and traffic management explored. It is 
hoped that such findings would have relevance for environmental management in Hong Kong 
and other similar high-density cities. 
7.1 MAJOR FINDINGS 
As stated in Chapter 1，this study looks at various aspects ofthe traffic noise problem in 
Tsuen Wan as a microcosm of a complicated acoustic environment in a rapidly growing 
compact high-rise city. To achieve this aim, an elaborate field noise measurement program and 
an extensive noise prediction exercise were undertaken to ascertain the facade noise exposure of 
Tsuen Wan residents. The study focused not only on the noise during the peak hour ofthe day, 
but was also made to characterize the acoustic environment at night to examine how the road 
traffic noise may affect sleep, and how the annoying noise events can be. 
Tsuen Wan, like many rapidly growing cities in the Asia Pacific region, is made up of 
old and modem housing as well as private and public developments. To adequately represent 
the complex situation, 13 housing clusters of different types and built at different times were 
chosen for noise measurement and prediction. A total of 23,857 dwelling units were included 
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in the noise prediction program using the ROADNOISE software based on the CRTN88 model. 
The prediction results were later validated by half-hour noise measurements at 314 dwellings 
selected from among the sampling areas. The results indicate that the prediction is relatively 
accurate，with 79.4 % of the results falling within 土 3 dB ofactual measurements. In addition, 
nine dwelling units were surveyed for their 24-hour noise environment, the results of which 
were subject to an noise event analysis, frequency analysis, and the matching ofthe noise events 
with the noise emitters. 
Based on the predicted facade noise at 23,857 dwelling units, it was found that over half 
ofthe dwellings in Tsuen Wan (51.7 %) are exposed to traffic noise in exceedance ofthe Hong 
Kong Traffic Noise Guideline (70 dBA L,o 1 hr), indicating that traffic noise is an 
environmental problem bothering quite a large number of Tsuen Wan residents. This level of 
traffic noise exposure is much higher than that of England and Australia, probably being the 
result of the lack of buffer between dwellings and roadways and the higher traffic flow in 
Tsuen Wan. 
The high traffic noise exposure level in Tsuen Wan, which is perhaps reminiscent of 
other parts of urban Hong Kong, is probably due to the convergence ofmajor transport routes in 
Tsuen Wan. There is thus a high concentration of road transport activities lasting even late into 
the evening. 
A comparison of the noise exposure level in different housing estates in Tsuen Wan has 
revealed some improvement in the acoustic environment of developments over time. Whilst 
there is not much difference in the percentage of dwellings exposed to traffic noise in excess of 
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the guideline over time, there has been a reduction in the proportion of dwellings in the vety 
high noise exposure range. This has been made possible by the promulgation ofthe traffic noise 
plamiing guidelines in the last decade, the implementation of the environmental impact 
assessment for all highway projects, and the gradual evolution of the urban layout and 
architectural design in which modem buildings are screening each other and are erected on 
podiums. 
Subsequent analysis also substantiates the common belief that traffic noise exposure of 
public housing is greater than that of private housing. This is not only attributed to the better 
sites zoned for private development, but also to the flexibility in architectural design in the 
private sector which results in better acoustic screening and self-protection. 
Although Tsuen Wan is very much a high-rise city, the measured and predicted noise 
results do not indicate much difference in traffic noise exposure between lower and upper floor 
levels. The attenuation due to elevation is often offset by the broadened horizon effect. At the 
lower levels, traffic noise is often screened by the podiums on which the buildings are erected. 
From the results of 24-hour noise measurement made at nine selected households, it was 
found that the traffic noise exceeds the planning guideline for extended periods of the day, 
lasting till late into the evening. Traffic noise rises also very early in the moming, resulting 
probably in sleep disturbance at the most critical hours. 
A comparison of the measurement results made during 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. with generally 
accepted environmental criteria indicate that the traffic noise in Tsuen Wan may affect quite a 
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significantly large number of people. Owing to the small size ofthe rooms and dwellings, there 
is not as large an attenuation as found in overseas studies. The noise peaks are high, the noise 
climate large and the low frequency component dominant. 
It was also found that the noise events produced by passing vehicles are likely to 
impair sleep quality, with over 90% of the peaks exceeding 60 dBA, a level considered by 
many studies to be disturbing. Analysis ofthe noise emitters indicate that most ofthe more 
prominent peaks are brought about by heavy vehicles, public light buses and semi-trailers 
which only account for 12 percent ofthe total traffic flow. 
2 A RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 
This research is significant in several ways. First, it is the first noise survey in Hong 
Kong that is so extensive and intensive in studying the road traffic noise ofa specific area. More 
than 20,000 dwelling units had their noise exposure predicted providing the data for an in-depth 
analysis ofthe variations in traffic noise exposure within a heterogeneous city built over several 
decades. The intensity and scale of the measurement and prediction programs allow the factors 
affecting noise exposure to be unraveled. 
Second, it is also one of the first comprehensive 24-hour noise surveys in Hong Kong 
providing a data set for detailed analyses, covering a large variety ofnoise descriptors, including 
outdoor and indoor noise level, noise event analysis and 1/1 octave band analysis of noise 
events. The temporal variation of road traffic noise and its potential effects on sleep quality, 
have hardly been explored in Hong Kong before, let alone being in depth. 
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Third，the variation ofnoise level with elevation has been investigated in greater depth. 
It is found that for newly built high-rise dwellings, the variation ofnoise level with height is 
very small. This finding may be applicable to other fast growing Asian cities where more and 
more high-rise building structures are being put up. It substantiates the postulation that 
development in the vertical dimension does not necessarily help provide a better environment. 
Fourth, the noise emitters at night have been identified. Previous researches (Thiessen 
and Olson, 1968 and Bjorkman and Rylander, 1990) only concentrated on the description of 
those vehicle types that produce high noise peaks. However, their findings have limited value in 
locating noise emitters at night and their findings may not apply to Asian cities as the traffic 
mix between the East and the West are very different. This study fills an important research gap 
that noise emitters in Hong Kong, and probably also in rapidly growing Asian cities, consist 
primarily ofheavy goods vehicles, public light buses and private cars/taxis. 
7.3 LIMITATION 
There are several limitations in this research which have somewhat confined the 
application of results of this study to other areas. 
The first one concerns the inherent limitation in the noise survey methodology 
adopted in this research. Housing clusters were not selected on a random basis. Only those 
housing clusters which are affected by road traffic noise were selected. Other areas that do 
not abut roads, or which are in quieter areas, were not sampled. The measured noise exposure 
level presented may thus be slightly biased. 
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The second one is the small number of sampling sites for 24-hour noise sampling. 
Only nine sites were surveyed. Owing to unexpected technical problems and disturbance of 
indoor activities, indoor noise data were only available for six sites. As has been discussed, 
24-hour noise sampling is very useful in evaluating the noise environment, and can provide 
data on road traffic noise related sleep disturbance which are unavailable by noise survey of 
the peak hour only. 
Finally, there is also limitation in sampling the indoor noise level only for one hour. 
Indoor noise level is known to correlate better with annoyance than outdoor noise level (Ko, 
Kwan and Chan, 1976) and is also particularly useful in depicting possible sleep disturbance. 
However, due to technical constraints, the equipment can only measure indoor noise level for 
1 hour at each site. Therefore, only noise level at late night time, 3:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. was 
taken. There was no data in late evening and early moming hours where people are most 
sensitive to noise. 
2A IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAFFIC NOISE CONTROL MEASURES 
There are several implications arising from the findings of this study. First, traffic 
noise guidelines that attend to the 24-hour and night-time acoustic environment are called for. 
This study has indicated that the 24-hour and night-time noise exposure ofdwellings in Tsuen 
Wan have all exceeded the 24-hour and night-time noise standards adopted in other countries 
and by international organizations. The existing traffic noise guideline specifies only the peak 
hour noise level which basically is the rush hour noise level. There is no guideline on the 
night-time noise environment when people are most sensitive to road traffic noise. Whilst 
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there are night-time criteria for construction noise control in Hong Kong, similar criteria for 
night-time road traffic noise are as yet not in force, and are not even contemplated in Hong 
Kong. It should be noted that road traffic noise arguably affects more population than 
construction noise. A prompt introduction of night-time traffic noise guideline will propel 
town planners, architects and related authorities to accord higher priorities to environmental 
considerations in infrastructure planning and housing developments. 
Second, podium is suggested to be a cost-efficient noise mitigation measure for high-
rise residential buildings. This study has repeatedly demonstrated that podium reduces noise 
level for as much as 4 dB for the worst affected floor levels by providing a vertical 
displacement between receptors and roads. 
Third, the effect of urban form on noise exposure level is also highlighted in this 
study. The modem “irregular，，street pattem, with major roads lying on the outer boundary of 
the housing estate whereas inside streets and private roads serving the smaller number 
housing estate, results in a much more overall acceptable noise environment. Traditional 
"grid" street pattem, on the contrary, creates a higher noise exposure level for all dwellings. 
Therefore, the modem “irregular，，street pattem is preferable to the traditional pattem and 
should be encouraged for future housing development. In that way, more dwellings may have 
an acceptable noise environment and intensive, and often expensive, noise mitigation 
measures can be targeted only at those dwellings that lie on the outer boundary ofthe housing 
estate abutting major roads. 
Finally, heavy goods vehicles, public light buses and semi-trailers are found to be the 
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major noise emitters at night time. It might not be practical to eliminate all public light buses 
at night as the need for this form of public transport is well justified. However, traffic control 
measures can be directed to heavy goods vehicles and semi-trailers on certain, if not all, 
roads. Their activities could be confined to designated roadways so as to confine their noise 
impact to a small area. 
L 5 AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This research has brought out some important findings about road traffic noise in Tsuen 
Wan, and highlighted some areas for future road traffic noise research. The first one is that 
urban form has a significant bearing on noise exposure level ofindividual dwellings. However, 
exactly which aspects ofthe various urban forms, like road width, angle of view, arrangement 
of blocking blocks, that affect noise exposure level are not known. It is possible to carry out 
further research to identify the exact factors. 
Noise prediction models have been available for quite some time for the prediction of 
peak hour or day-time noise exposure level. However, as was stated before, people are more 
disturbed by noise at night and it is more difficult to measure night-time noise environment as 
noise measurement inevitably causes inconvenience to the sampled households. Therefore, it 
would be desirable to produce models that can predict night-time noise environment given, of 
course, that night-time traffic flow data are available. 
The architectural design of dwellings in Hong Kong is quite different from European 
cities. Dwellings are more compact due to the high rent and furnishing is also different given the 
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sub-tropical climate. Therefore, outdoor-indoor noise attenuation is expected to differ 
significantly from the West. However, outdoor-indoor noise attenuation has not been given 
adequate attenuation locally. Further research to ascertain the amount of attenuation according 
to housing type, architectural design or even size of dwellings are in need. Once such 
information is available, models can be constructed to predict the attenuation so as to obtain 
reasonably accurate indoor noise level where for practical reasons only outdoor noise level 
measurement is available. 
Research on noise event has been on going in the West for over a decade. The 
underlying concept of noise event analysis is that the emergence of noise peak above a low 
noise background will be sleep disturbing. In the West, low background noise level is prevalent, 
but this is not the case in Tsuen Wan. Thus, the usefulness of noise event analysis might be 
questionable where background noise level is already high. Further research may then focus on 
how noise events can disturb sleep behaviour in a high background situation, and how large the 
emergence of the peak above the background can be sleep disturbing. Hong Kong provides an 
ideal setting for these aspects of research because of the high concentration and the extended 
hours ofurban activities. 
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APPENDIX - ROADNOISE 
L INTRODUCTION 
ROADNOISE is a road traffic noise prediction computer software produced by WS 
Atkins Engineering Sciences Ltd, according to CRTN88, a road traffic noise model 
developed by the Department of Transport, UK. CRTN88 is originally a set of formulas and 
reference tables from which road traffic noise level, in terms ofL^io (1 hr) or L _ (18 hr) can 
be predicted. ROADNOISE incorporates these formulas and reference tables to facilitate the 
noise prediction process. This appendix introduces the features of ROADNOISE, its input 
variables, output and the accuracy of the predictions obtained. 
Z A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ROADNOISE. DoE AND CRTN88 
The history of ROADNOISE can be traced back to the enactment of the Land 
Compensation Act ofBritain in 1973. It had long been recognized road traffic noise can cause 
serious disturbance but there had been no recognized way of assessing the impact of traffic 
noise in UK. The Act was a milestone that provided both the legal framework and stipulated 
the method of assessment. As a result, the "Calculation ofRoad Traffic Noise" procedure was 
promulgated by the Department of the Environment (hereafter referred to as "DoE" Model 
throughout this Chapter) (Dept. of the Environment, UK, 1976) as the approved procedure to 
assess road traffic impact by the British Government. DoE is an empirical model that is based 
on field observations and field measurement results and these observations and results are 
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generalized into formulas and reference tables. DoE was later revised by the Department of 
Transport to become CRTN88 (Dept. ofTransport, UK, 1988). 
ROADNOISE was produced since the introduction of DoE and has since then been 
continuously revised and improved from time to time, incorporating changes in CRTN88. 
CRTN88 officially confirms most of the assumptions made by ROADNOISE (WS Atkins 
Engineering Sciences Ltd, 1989, appendix II，p. 1). ROADNOISE has been used by the 
British authorities, the Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong and many local 
and overseas environmental consultants. Its predictions are accepted by the British and the 
Hong Kong Government. This paper uses ROADNOISE version 8，the most up-to-date 
version available at time of research. 
3^ THE INPUT VARIABLES 
ROADNOISE input variables can be broadly classified into the following four types: 
1) Locational variables 
The locational characteristics of noise sources, i.e., road segments, barriers, receivers 
are input into the model by digitizing. 
2) Noise sources characteristics 
They include hourly traffic volume, heavy vehicle percentage, mean vehicle speed, 
road surface type: concrete, bitumen or pervious, road texture and depth, carriageway 
characteristics: height, width, retained cut: whether the road is within a retained cut. 
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3) Noise receiver characteristics 
They include receiver heights: height above datum and height above local ground 
surface, reflections: whether the receiver is a free field receiver or a facade receiver. 
4) Factors affecting noise propagation 
They include barrier characteristics: heights, widths, fractional open area, e.g., for a 
row ofsemi-detached houses, contour lines oflocal landscape, ground type: soft or hard. 
4^ THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE 
The basic principle to predict the noise exposure level at any receiver of known 
distance and elevation from the roadway is rather simple. First, a base noise level at the 
receiver in terms of L ,^o lhr or L i^o 18 hr is calculated from the traffic volume, speed and 
traffic mix. This calculation is based on an empirical model derived from actual noise level 
measurements undertaken in Britain. Then the effect of distance between carriageways and 
receivers, barriers and other factors that affect noise propagation are taken into account by 
deducting a certain dBA from the base noise level through reference tables or formulas. These 
reference tables and formulas were developed from acoustical theories. The reduced base 
noise level is the noise exposure level at receiver. 
L THEACCURACY OF CRTN88 
There is no documented report on the accuracy of ROADNOISE. However, as 
ROADNOISE is based on CRTN88 which is again a slightly modified version of the DoE 
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model, reference will be made as the accuracy ofthe DoE model. 
5.1 General Accuracy of DoE and CRTN88 
The authors ofDoE subjected predictions obtained using DoE to rigourous checking 
against a data bank of over 2000 field measurements made in UK (Watkins, 1981). With all 
2064 data, overall mean prediction error was 0.6 dB(A). Based on this, the authors found the 
performance ofDoE satisfactory. 
Hood (1987, p. 143) also reported the general prediction accuracy ofDoE within the 
context of the London area. Facade noise measurements were taken at 17 locations over an 
extended period. In total, 263 traffic noise measurements were made. When the predicted and 
measured values of traffic noise were compared, it was found that the mean prediction error 
was an over-prediction of 0.7 dB(A). It was also reported that at distances greater than 500 m 
the probability of obtaining a good agreement between measured and calculated noise levels 
was very remote. He had examined the inter-relationship of the error with factors such as 
traffic flow, speed and traffic composition but could find no single factor which could be 
readily identified as being responsible for the mean prediction error. 
Lawrence & Burgess (1980) compared measured noise level taken in Britain and 
predicted noise level by DoE. They stated approximately half the measured L i^o values fell 
within 土 2 dB(A) of measured results. 
Wong & Mak (1985) mentioned that DoE had been testified to be applicable in Hong 
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Kong for planning purposes by other people. However, the method adopted to testify the 
model，sample size, analysis method, etc., was not mentioned. 
5.2 The Accuracy of DoE when Wind, Barriers or Shielding is present 
Hood (1987) studied the prediction accuracy of DoE where wind and barriers may 
have an influence over the noise level, with the following results (p. 143-144): 
From a number of noise measurements it has been found that in "still" 
conditions (wind speed less than 2 m/s) at between 500 m and 1 kmfrom a 
road, CRTN (the equivalent of "DoE" in this paper) over-predicts the noise 
level by approximately 3.2 dB(A), with a standard deviation of2.6 dB(A). In 
other locations, we have determined that where there is a strong wind, i.e., 4 
m/s or more blowing from the road to the receiver, CRTNgives a reasonable 
prediction of the measured noise level 
A similar result has been found in the variation of barrier attenuation with 
wind speed. The variability of measured noise levels with wind for a location 
shielded by harriers from direct road traffic noise was found to be 土 4.0 
dB(A). 
Lawrence & Burgess (1980) reported DoE gave a reasonably accurate prediction of 
attenuation by shielding in fairly simple situations. In more complex situations, and 
particularly where a receiving position is close to a significant shielding structure, such as a 
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building, the attenuation obtained is underpredicted by the DoE model, thus the facade levels 
for the rear of a building were overpredicted; however, in some other situations, the DoE 
method overpredicted the attenuation obtained. 
It can be concluded from the above discussion that DoE and its revised edition, 
CRTN88, are generally fairly reliable for predicting road traffic noise. 
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